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Hiatt to speak at Sunday service
The Reverend SllUIIUIe Hlstt.
one of 11 women ordained this
past summer in Philadelphia to
the Episcopsl priesthood, will be
the guest speaker at Harkness
Chapel this coming Sunday
morning at the lL a.m. worship

service.

Ordination
of women i'riests
in
hiLad e Lpn.i a

at

On July 29 four bishops of lbe
Episcopsl Church participated in
a service of ordination for the
first time of 11 women to the
Episcopsl
priesthood.
The
reactions to this event both wilbin
and outside the church suggest
!bat it was truly an historic
moment.
In an emergency
meeting in Chicago on August 14
and 15 the House of Bishops
declared the ordinations invalid,
and asked that lbe Issue be
postponed until a definitive ruling
could be made by the nen
Gener al Convention
of the
Church in 1976. On Sunday
evening, October 27, three of lbe
women for the first time publicly
celebrated the Eucharist in New
Yorl< City, thus signalling their
refusal to abide by the ruling of
the House of Bishops.
Reverend Suzanne Hlst!, a
native of Hartford, Connecticut,
is a graduate
of Radcliffe
College,
the
Episcopsl
Thf'Olollicai Scbool, Cambridge,

h.i.s t or-a e ceremony
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Going, going, gone ...
by Pam AUapouUos

doing the honors tonight at what
appears to be quite an impreSlllve
operatien, All ched<s are to be
made payable to the Community
Fund and all buyers have a week
to pay for their items.

Doesn't the idea of celebrating
New Year's Eve on December 6th
-sound appealing? It Is one of lbe
numerous events being auctioned
at tonight's
Faculty...student
Auction, Wod<ing in cooperation
regulations
with the Community Fund, the
Senior Class will be reviving an
All items which are actually
old Com tradition as well as auctioned are subject to the
getting the community lnvolved following regulations:
In a worthwhile project.
I. Donors will be notified of lbe
Fifty per cent of the proceeds
purchaser of his-ber good or
will go to the Community Fund service. The two parties will then
which then will distribute lbe work wt an agreement for the
money to various charities. The fulfillment of the contract.
other half will support campus
2. Ched< or cash payment for
wide activities run by the Senior goods and-or services can be
Class.
made at the Auction or within a
The two coordinstors of lbe week to Renee Baumblatt, Box
project, Trish Bristol and Rene 98. Make all checks psyable to
Baumblatt, remarked on the fact CommDDity FwId. U you cannot
that "faculty
and student
psy within the week contact Vicki
response has been e:rtremely
Leonhart, Bo:r 911, to arrange
good." They emphasized the special contracts.
importance of bidding in groups
3. Failure
to donate the
as many of the items are promised service or good, as well
designed for six to twenty people. as failure to psy the agreed
It will also be considered an in- amount, is subject to Judiciary
fraction of lbe Honor Code if Board Action.
people offering services do not
Please note if you bave donated
live up to their end of lbe bargain.
an object or service you do not
Some of lbe more interesting
have to attend the Auction. You
and unusual items up for auction
will be notified of results of the
include: a truckload of manure, a evenliig.
breakfast
for twelve at the
Remember
groups and-or
Ames', a tour d. representative
individuals can bid. Also please
bars in New London, a spring
bring some kind of J.D.
canoe trip, and passes to all
U you bave questions relating
social events for spring semester.
to any aspect of the Auction,
Mr. Biscuti
who is a
please contact either Renee or
jrp!essio
auc'Uoneer, will be' '·viCki.
,"
.,
.- .... ' ,,,.

The following Is the list of goods
and services that bave been offered by the College Community
for the Student-Faculty Auction.
ThIs list is also the agends for lbe
auction. Don't forget to come and
bid on Thursday, November 21st·
at 7 p.m, in Dana. See yo\I
there!!!
George Kasperek:
An afternoon of breadbaking. Results
continued on page uiDe

and holds a Master d. Social
Work degree
from Boston
University. She has been active
in commDDity organization and
welfare activities d. lbe Church
In Minneapolis and Philadelphia,
lIld was.one of the founders of lbe
Welfare Rights Organization of
'I'hi1adelphls in 1968. From 19l181972she worl<edfor lbe Episcopsl
Diocese of Pennsylvania with
suburban
churches
in the
Philadelphia area, interpreting
urban problems and possible
roles of the suburban cornmunities
in their solution.
currently she is a Consultant to
the Episcopsl Consortium for
Theological Education in lbe
Northeast, in connection wilb
Women in Theological Education
Project. In this capacity she Is
counseling with women students,
teaching courses on women's
studies, and supervising research
on the ststus of women in
Episcopsl seminaries.
MIss Hiatt Is a member of lbe
Board of Directors of Union
Theological Seminary, New York
City, and a member of lbe
e:recutive Committee of the
Episcopsl Peace Fellowship. She
Is co-author with the Reverend
Emily Hewitt of Women Priests:
Yes or No?

Faculty oks student reps
for tenure group
. by BOl Looney

A resolution endorsing the
inclusion of three students as
voting • members
of a Jlewl,
formed,
ad hoc committee
designed
to
investigate
guidelines and p-ocedures .. eel
in tbe awarding of tenure was
approved by. the faculty at its
weekly meetlilillast Wedlesday.
A previous motion, which would
have granted only consultative
prMieges to student represe&
tatives on "a regular basis," was
defeated by a vote of 56-25.
The faculty resolution was
sponsored by the SGA. "Tenure Is
a matier of enreme importanc\'
to students as it is perhaps lbe
sole determinant right now of
wbo will teach, fo.....
how long and

under

Latin honors:

what

conditions,"

it's final

remarked
SGA
President'
Richard Lichl.ensteln. "Student
~esentat.ion will pr_
a
good measure of student inlJU\,
and thats what we want."
Lichtenstein also alluded to the
fact that there bad been some
misunderstanding
as to the
committees role and function.
"The committee is not intended
to deal with questions d. tenure
on an individual hasis. Halbor, it
Is lntended to e:ramine lbe tenure
fI1estion in the aggregate, as a
college policy in rewarding
competance and talent."
Speeffldty Ladillg
The committee preaently includes four faculty members
elected from the faculty at large.
Three more faculty members will
be appointed by President Ames.
Ina Courier lnterview, Ames said
that the tbree bad already been
chosen, and lbat their names
-would be annoonced •'very soon".
In a general overview d. the
tenure fI1estion, Ames referred
to a certain lack d. specificity.
"What we have now Is not a very
clear system, and the faculty
lnformaUon bodllet Is ratber
imprecise ~ncerning the criterta
followed in awarding tenure. One
d. the functions d. lbe committee,
as I see it, Is to clear this
vagueness up." Ames also said
continued on page. ulne

students expressed
opposing
by Frances GIannOpoul08
views. The>: questioned
the
Changes in the eligibility for
fairness of lbe changes and
Latin Honors at Connecticut
argued that lbey would cause
College will become effective
problems for them when the time
after May, 1975,starting with lbe
came to apply to Graduate
Class of 1976. The scholarship
School
standing for distinction in lbe
Despite
excessive
Msjor field will be 3.50. The disagreement lbe changes were
scholarship standing for' cum
made and flivored
laude will be 3.50, magna cum
laude 3.67,andsununa cum laude
3.80.
These changes were voted upon
by the faculty
after
long
dscussions and debates held last
Style p.3
Year by the faculty and many
concerned student. The Issue d.
taking steps for modification was
Drugstore comparision
brwght to interest by many
professors who felt lbat Latin
Morris dancing p.7
Honors
were
becoming
meaningless due to the fact that
an increasing number ofstudents
Conetic debut p.7
were acquiring them. When lbe
Issue was br'wglit to debate lbe

In this issue

p.5

letters to the editor ----

More on Security
It has come to our attention that the example of
less than instantaneous
response by Security
mentioned in last week's editorial did not conta in
all the relevant facts.
The calls to which Security did not respond were
called in from a room phone, an outside line, and
were directed to Chief O'Grady's office. The call to
which they did respond with alarcity was sent from
a dorm extension to the Guardhouse (ext. 379).
Our original point still remains valid, however.
Security, and lack thereof remains and is a
problem. If students cannot get hold of the guards
when they are needed, it is as though there are no
guards at all.
The Campus Directory DOES give the emergency
numbers on page one, right inside the cover. But if
a student schooled in' research
looks under
"Security," they find the Chief's number. Why are
the emergency numbers not cross-indexed? Why
are they not included under "Security?"
It would
seem numbers that important to the College would
be printed more than once. For it is under
"Security"
that the student who got no response
called.
The communication
system is one fault. We
therefore recommend posting at all campus extension, and on alliloors of dormitories prominent
notices listing all emergency numbers and the
hours they are manned. A guard on call is worth
two in' the guardhouse.
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left out
To the Editors:
.
Inyour article "Dean Watson's
Plea," Nov. 7, 1974, the writer
failed to include the m?"t unporlant security e:rtenSIOn 333
which is manned 24 hours a day
and is an emergency number.

security

An apology
I wish to extend a sincere apology to the Classes
of 1975and 1977for failure to include their ads in the
last issue of COURI ER. In a triumph of sfupidity
over good Inten\\ons, It slipped my mind lust how
Important the ads were. Again, my apologies for
the inconvenience and frustration
I caused the
organizers of fhe Student- Faculty Auction, and the
Fall Jazz Festival.
Karl K. Christoffers
Editor-in-Chief

"Courier
(urn't.ticut

thanks

CoIk-g£-

Ed""rIaI Board

EdItor-In-CbIef

BBlLooaey

NewlI
Feal1U'es
Sports

.

.CoIltrlbu_
Pbotogrllpby
Grapblcs
ProducU ...
AdverllslDg
BluID ...

Karl K. CbrIatoffen
Pam A1IapoaU ..
AllDe RobIll8rd
Waller Palmer
UllaDcals
LesIJe Bragd ...

CIndy

IDdrIIo

LenLuPrlore
Rockell

Productl ... Staff: Arlene Immerman,
Dotma SbaHer,
ChrIsIIaD SleiDway, EWe DeID, Lwume Rice, Coleen O'Sbea.

lIeeead CIM8 P.-Iage pOI at ~ew LoDdm, ComL 0I3ZI. SnJ>.
serIUoD rale: ..... per year •.
PDbllsloed by !be slDdeDIB .., CoomecIlcnt CoDe&< 'I'lmrsdays
WIllIe !be Cellege Is ID .... 101I. lDformalloll .. be prlDled ID a
11Ianday IsaDe mDBI be ID the ~lOr's
bands by !be MoDday of
1IIe week of desfred IDclDsfm lIII1ess prior llIT8lIIlemeDts are
made. Coarfer's Post Offfee 1IoJ:Is 1351; lbere Is also a slollD Ibe
JIoor of IIoe Coqriier office, Cro ZIZ. Bdflorlal Board meellDgs are
beld every M<8Iay and 'IbDnday of JIIIblicail... at 5:45 ID Ibe
IlanIJd< dIDIag room, IUid ':38 ID Ibe Courier offlee, respectively.

CoIlrIer Is represeDted for Nallollll1 AdverllslDg by: Nallollll1
EdDcallollll1 AdverllslDg Servlce,me .. 3Of1 Le~D
Ave,., New
Yor'" New York, 10017.

To the Editors:
This is to thank the people of
Larrabee,
specifically
the
dwellers of the basement for their
quick actions during the fire two
weeks ago. U it wasn't for their
quick thinking we might have
experienced much more than we
did.
For it was not jllSt the fact that
they pulled the alarm but that
they alerted the floors that this
was it which we were dreading
and really dido't believe would
ever happen.
For the meritorious
actions
which did include erllnguishing
the fire, I award them the order
of the o:ridized turntable, with an
08kleaf of cluster, third class.
The spirit of Larrabee 1; now
bonded together with a force
surpassing even the celebrated
glue of Elmer. Thanks a lot to you
in the lower levels ..
Also I am glad to say that the
reactions of the rest of the occupants of Larrabee did not show
any apathy or cynicism (how can
you when you smeli and see
smd<e) as did the occupants of
the partner of our binding system
of dorms.
Speaking for Larrabee
.Ira Howard

Dear Courier:
In reading the recent coverage
of the crises evolving In the
campus security system, I was
somewhat amazed at the liin<!.ness of successive protagonists
as to a possilie solution that
might very well be a decisive aid
to the sitll8tion. Specifically, why
is it that no one has been exp-esslng the possibility of using
students on the security force?
The use of students in security
positions has advantages and
strong points that are amazingly
obvious. Firstly, I think of all of
those people espousing dreary
drivel about the lack of community on this campus: enough
lip service - here is a real service which can be p-ovided by
our own kind, a first step towards
establishing a security system
that is truly responsive to the
community which it is designed
to serve.
Secondly, it is painfully obvious
beyond all the idealism
of
"community" that each day our
lives and property
are increasingly endangered by the
p-eS8ltly flaccid system. Here I
nwst more specifically direct the
Irunt of my attack, for I
recognize that campus security is
not one monolithic element, but
rather an aggregation of varying
components. The first component
under question would have to be
the Nlght-Pln1lie forces. These
men I have the least contention
with, for they appear to be
p-imarily the victims of circumstance. I have found for the
most part that Nlght-PIn1lies are
p-etty cool gllYs; they are for1l1e
most pari sympathetic
and
friendly, save perhaps for those
moments of reckless abandon
when you decide to drive across
the green or around the donn.
And while many of the complaints circulating recently seem
to pivot on unresponsiveness, I
would have to think that much of
this has to do with the size of the
force; for the length of the
campus and the number of
functions that have to he performed, there jllSt aren't enough
people ohle '0 hold down all
points as seeuce.
On the other hand, I hold much
less sympathy for the DayPIn1lies. To call them slow would
be doing them a service; some of
the wheeze-bags write out a
parking ticket in the time It takes
to walk to Yellow Front and back
again. They galavant around
eamplISln an Incrediliy wasteful
gas-eater, tig enough to hold a
session of the History of Film.
Come on - if these gllYs are
essentially playing Meter Maid,
why
can't
they
get
a
Volkswagen?
Much of this, I suspect, has to
dowitjlllJlegWp~esv'l:h", SeCJD;~
force is obviOll8Iy not lID e""
tension of our own community,

but rather anolber oflen cumbersome arm of the legion of
paper-pushers and buck-passers
,that the forces of Fanning Tower
seem so partial to. Students are,
after a11, selfish and Incompetent
spoiled brats, whose prime
purpose
is
to
sustain
economically
a system
of
debateohle value. Gargantuan
dishwashers and mobile leafsuckers are, after all, much more
irnpo r1ant to the perpetuation of
the system than are funds for
student organizations or, heaven
fortid, more courses.
Are students competent enough
to aid the men In green? I would
have to say an emphatic YES! If
there is a desire among students
to assume positions on the
security force" there would seem
to be definite henefits to garner
from the situation. Students are, I
hope, relatively
sympathetic
towards their fellow students and
more readily willing to be quickmoving
in an emergency
situation. We have no families to
support and are numerous
enough so that it shouldn't impose that much of a temporal or
economic strain.
And if it is of any imporlance to
you, I have seen it work. Drew
University
in Madison, New
Jersey, makes extensive use of
students on its security force, and
it seems to work very well. And
even if the college would find it
impractical to use students on a
permanent basis, I would urge
that it at least consider ex;
perimentlng
with a proven
alternative.
SlDcerely,
Jack Blossom

more security
To the Editor:
II was most unfortunate that
the Courier by its editorial of
November 14 about our campus
security sought to address its
concerns
in this unilateral
manner rather than trying to
arrange a meeting and discussion
first directly with Mr. O'Grady.
We are still a community of
Inquiry and small enough to talk
to each other. Such an article
would have been justified only if
all of our usual forms of communication
and attempts
to
change a situation had failed.
Morale of the security force was
shaken by the implications of the
editorial.
,
We all agree that a community
of 1500 residents living in close
Iitysical quarters is difficult to
p-Dtect from theft, vandalism,
and the Intrusion by strangers
who come to prey on its
Inhohitants. Our security force of
dedicated
men attempts
to
I1'Dtect us around the clock by
modern p-ocedures cI. patrolling,

communication devices, and
clear personal acts of concern.
The record
of successful
detection and prevention
of
trouble situations has been eJ:cellent. We only tend to hear
about the failures and to amplify
their magnitude. In order for the
efforts of the Security force to be
effective,
there
must
be
cooperation from all of the individuals who live on the campllS.
."l~"" .., l,'
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WEEKLY
SPE~IAL
Sweet Tooth is Hurting
by Jack Anderson

WASHINGTON - Candy
may still be dandy. but its
cost may soon make it a luxury only the rich can afford.
Sugar. the prime con fectionary ingredient.
is now
rivaling oil as the fastest rising commodity on the world
price index. A five-pound
bag of sugar cost 88 cents last
year. Today, it runs nearly

honst. Worldwide, sugar consumption
has simply outpaced sugar production. The
oil-rich Arab nations have
helped inflate demand. biddina up prices on the international market to satisfy a
newly developed sweet tooth.
And poor crops forecasts
a r nund the world mean
l·lll·thpl· increases
in the

$2.50

future.

The reasons are complex,
but a large share of the price
rise
can
be laid
to
unscrupulos
brokers
and
greedy sugar refiners.
The brokers set themselves
up as middlemen, contracting desperate customers and
offering them sugar. Once
they get an offer. they get the
sugar from a supplier they
have worked a deal with. The
increased costs go into the
broker's pocket.
Many legitimate
sug a r
refiners are also taking advantage of the short sugar
supply to raise prices well
above their costs. Sugar industry profits have ballooned
by as much as 500 per cent.
Of course,
market
pressures have played the most
sig!Jificant role in the price

In America, sugar's outrageous price has consumers
either boycotting or hoarding
the product. Only dentists and
nutritionists.
it seems. are
heralding
the sugar pinch.
The food experts have found
that sugar is the only food
without
nutritional
value.
And the dentists. of course,
hope that less sugar will
mean fewer cavities.
GETTING
TO K'NOW
YOU: President Ford travels
to the Soviet Union this week
with a head full of advice
from Secretary of State Henry Kissinger.
Ki ssi nger
gave Ford a
favorable report on his secret
19-hour talks with Soviet
leader Leonid Brezhnev. The
Soviet leader was cordial but
cautious. Kissinger reported.

He clearly wants to continue
the Russian-American
detente.
But Brezhnev made it clear
that he wanted to get to know
the new American President
before substantive talks get
underway.
The first FordBrezhnev However. the two
leaders
will undoubtedly
foray int o some tick l ish
areas.
Ford. for example, is concerned
about the Soviet
buildup of mobile missiles.
These missiles can be moved
by train. truck or plane. They
can even be fired on the
move. It would be almost impossible. then. to set up an advance defense system.
The first dramatic test of
the new Russian missile was
conducted
when Kissinger
was in Moscow about a month
ago. Now. Ford is prepared to
warn the Soviets that they
are risking a new round in
the arms race unless the two
superpowers
agree·on
restraints.
For once both
countries
start producing
mobile missiles, even the
most so p h ist ic at ed surveillance couldn't keep track
of how many mobile missiles
the other side had, or where
they were developed.
The Vladivostok summit.
however. is unlikely to produce any major
Soviet-·
Arn e r i c a n agreements.
Rather. it will serve to reinforce the foundations of de-tente.
SHEIKHS AND STARVATION: The oil price squeeze
has brought fabulous wealth
to a few Arab shei.khs. It hasalso brought starvation
to
mi l lio n S of impoverished

people.
High oil prices increase the
cost of fertilizers and insect i c i d e s , which
have
a
petroleum
base. This has
reduced food production.
Yc t an estimated
400
million - twice the population of 'the United States -don't have enough to eat.
The United -States is the
world's greatest
food producer. Unlike the oil producers. the United States has
been generous
with its
surplus food. For 30 years.
the United States almost
alone has kept the impoverished from starving.
Half of the world's bulk
food exports still come from
the United States. Of this. a
whopping
billion dollar's
worth of food is given away
or is sold to poor countries at
low cost.
In contrast,
the reckless
greed of the oil sheikhs is
costing lives. They have been
showing up at the world's
pleasure
spots scattering
money like autumn leaves.
Meanwhile.
in places like
Bangladesh and India. people are being turned away
from the bread lines because
they have no money for food.
And in Africa. millions are
starving because there isn't
enough food to go around.
COMPACT CRUNCH: The
four major auto rnanuf'acturers have spent $1 billion
retooling factories to produce
smaller cars. Yet transportation officials are having second thoughts
about small
cars.
It is true that srna\\ cars
consume
less fuel and,
therefore, are more econom-

ical to operate. But private
studies show that small cars
get involved in more accidents and are more costly to
repair. The average damage
claim after a collision. according to the studies. is $506
for a compact car compared
to only $433 for a full-size car.
A front fender, which cost
$61 to repair in 1967. now
costs $114. A rear fender.
which cost $150 to repair in
1967. now costs $167. And a
trunk lid. which cost $93 to
repair in 1967, now costs $132.
Costs like these
have
started a move in Congress to
regulate the auto repair business.
SLOGANS U.S.A.: In times
past, Americans have been
able to distill the cause of the
hour into a phrase. a rallying
cry, a stirring
slogan to
reaffirm
our faith
in
America. A slogan is needed
to capture
the spirit
of
America past, present and
future. It ought not to be the
forced effort of an advertising executive, but rather it
should be the spontaneous
outpouring from an average
citizen.
Therefore, the Copernicus
Society of America. in conjunction with the Bicentennial Commission. is sponsoring "Slogans. U.s.A." So far.
the response has been heavy
and heartwarming.
Slogans
have poured in from around
the nation. But more ideas
are needed, so send your
slogan
suggestion
to:
"Slogans. U.S.A.: Box 1976.
Washington, D.C.
it's time to reaHlxm the
dream.

Style

Chronicles
of waste:
III
..
By James McNen WhIstler

In this gem, I will really only be
dicussing
waste in the first
'portion.
Later on, I will get

around to that fascinating subject
of food. If space permits, I may
even venture beyond the confines
of the Hill and disgorge an essay
on the world food shortage into
your famished minds. If not, I
will be forced to do 50 next week.
Onward.
In classic Connecticut College
form, our second
barkeep
(assisting Mr. Regolo) has left
this vale of tears. It had been my
tmderstanding and expectation
that the price paid by the student
body for the hiring of the second
permittee would psy for expanded and improved service.
The price of which I speak, of
course, is the pink-slipping of
some. of our compatriots who
used to serve-up the "liquid
bread" in the bar. To put this
over on the student body, the
following arguments were used:
one, Mr. Regolo would be
required to work fewer hours,
and consequently be in a better
frame of mind for those hours he
did work; second, at least one
permittee would be available
seven days a week, enabling the
bar to be open seven days a week,
and p~iuWJ¥ £Qr .M.q\l!!l'y.l"ight

before he started:
._. - -Football (Rail, Rail, Beerski,
I, personally, would like to see
Beerski).
.
the bar open on Sundays and
The Old Pooperoo
However, our new man pooped- Monday nights. Apparently so
out on us, without opening on would a lot of other people, or
Sunday and Monday while he was more of a fuss would have been
made over the sacking of student
bere. The students were deprived
of the right to contibute to the belp in the bar. Since Conn
College rarely does anything
deliquency of exminqrs, and get
rigbt, the whole deal fell througb,
paid for it, wbile receiving
and everyone loses.
nothing in return.
To play the game so everyone
It would seem the hours worked
and schedule would have been loses is _easy, to play it so
obvious to the new man, and he, . everyone wins is much more
indeed,-would~e·eIlIe·1o -deeide diffieult,>but in the end, so much
Whether hO!> lIked·-them or- not more satisfying.
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Now on to the gut issue of the
piece: food.
Chewy, Chewy, Chewy, Baby
I have never been too fond of
the food here at C.C. by the sea.
The argument that I am not too
keen on institutional food in
general is invalid. I went to a
prep school for several years
before appearing on the New
London scene.
Every
dish
prepared bere with tbe same
intention as one prepared there,
was prepared better by the cooks
at my prep school. On return'
visits, the meals are still better.

It
would
appear
the
preparation of the dishes is at
fault. Oh, one more thing, at my
prep school the kitchen prepared
meals for about 350 individuals
(in coat and tie) with the same
type of machinery, so the scale
argument is moot.
In identical dish comparasions,
Conn food comes out much more
greezee (as opposed to greasy)
and oily than prep disbes. I
assume the oil coeffident is intended to make dean-up easier,
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Minolta camera contest:
summer in Europe
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Library

pIloto by BancaJa

model (facing south)

Library plans need re-thinking
by BIll Tbompoon
Construction has begun, but
construction of what? How many
Conn students are aware of the
character of the interior and
exterior
spaces of the new
library? Raving studied the
publicly available plans of the
building, I would have to conclude that the library lacks a
sense of human scale. A library
needs intimate spaces conducive
to human use, whether for intense private study or for casual
pessure reading. On the exterior, the definition of spaces
should be inviting and again
appropriate to human proportions. The new library lacks these
qualities, and in response to these
deficiencies, I have built a model
of a more effective use of the
exterior spaces, as seen in the
Iicture.
BarrenSpaceo
In the arcbltects plans of the
new Ubrary, the main entrance
lobby is on the second floor and is
arrived at by walking across a
forty foot wide concrete ramp.
This ramp extends
over a
courtyard that defines the ground
level I question what the archtects intend to do with a forty
foot ramp. What will it be like to
0

traverse this barren space with
little or nothing to 10" at but the
huge square exterior of the new
library?
How tiny and insignificant the ordinary human
will feel while walking across this
ramp. Equally out of scale is the
unadorned courtyard below. The
longest dimension of this terrace
is over one hundred and sixty feet
long. It doesn't take long to walk
this distance, but to stand still in
such a large empty space is to be
swallowed up in a wind swept
wasteland.
Imagine walking
across this unprotected terrace
on a typically windy January
day. This Isn't New York City
with its towering buildings and
pazss. We don't need a stone
soccer field in front of the new
library. Thus, in the model shown
above, I have indicated one
method of Improving the cold and
spartan spaces surrounding the
library, without changing the
present plans. I have tried to turn
the blank exterior space of the
library into an environment.
Sparkling Images
The library does not stand
alone; it begs to be placed in a
human setting. In my plans, the
ramp extends over a reflecting

pool broken only by a large
sculptured fountain. There is
panting on the ramp with benches
placed
in
between.
Hopefully the student will want to
sit and gaze at the fountain and
water before entering the library.
At night the pool will create a
sparkling Image as the lights in
the library go on Off the main
pool tumbles a four foot water fall
into a smaller, more intimate
pool surrounded by planting and
benches. Imagine yourself
a
frustrated student working on a
tough mathematical
problem.
How calming it would be to walk
out from ground level and hear
the rhythms of falling water and
to gaze upon the rippling surface
of a small pool, or to walk around
a larger pool more conducive to
contemplation The mathmatical
problem wasn't so tough after all.
Was it? During the colder months
o! winter, the student would be
able to relax by skating. Given
the present plans, this is how I
might try to Improve upon them.
Yes, we are going to have a
mammoth new library, but what
a cold and unrewarding sense
experience it will creale. How
URinviting! I think I'll study in
my room instead.
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Summer program in Israel
State University College at
Oneonta,
New
York,
in
.cooperation
with
Hebrew
UniversitY, Haifa UniversitY, and
Bar-Ilan University in Israel, is
offering
its ninth summer
academic program in Israel in
July and August, 1975. The
overseas program will be for a
seven week period and will award
nine semester
hours of undergraduate or graduate credit to
students
completing
the
academic work satisfactorily.
"Modern Israel" is for students
who desire an intensive study of
Israel's
economic,
social,
political, religious, educational,

and scientific institutions; an
opportunity for research on a
particular aspect fo the country;
and a humanizing broadening
comet with old-new Israel
Participation for both courses
is limited to teachers, and undergraduate
and
graduate
students who can meet the entrance requirements of the State
University of NewYorl<, and who
have a serious purpose for
participating.
There are no
language requirements.
Dr.
Yonah
Alexander,
Professor of International and
Foreign Area Studies of the State
University College at Oneonta,

will be the Director of thisprogram for the ninth consecutilce- summer. During the
1968-69 and 196!l-70 academic
years he was Resident Director
for the full..year State University
of New Yorl< programs in Israel
at the Hebrew University in
Jerusalem and the Tel Aviv
University.
Persons desiring further information may write Professor
Alexander at State University
College, Oneonta, New York
13820(Tel: 607-131-3369).As only
a limited number of enrollees will
be accepted, early application is
recommended

Want to hit Europe next
summer, with a friend, and have
$5,000 in cash to spend?
This dream
two months
vacation can be all yours. No
puzzles to figure out, either. Just
take a picture which, in the
opinion of judges, is worlhy of
publication in the Minolta College
Gallery and is the best of all
entries, and you'll he on your
way.
Minolta's photo competition is
exclusively for college students.
Grad students, too. Male and
female.
The big camera company has
come up with a big idea: The
Minolta College Gallery,
a
special
section
to appear
periodically in College Magazine
and containing at least ten prize
winning photos taken by students
attending a college or university
in the United States.
The top prize will be a two
months vacation in Europe next
summer for the winner and a
friend. The company will provide
all air transporlation
and in
addition give the big winner
$5,000 in cash to pay for all
lodgings, food, ground transportation and other expenses.
Additionally, the two travelers
will each receive Minolta SR-T
102, 35 mm reflex cameras.

Contestants, whose pictures
are published in the College
Gallery, will each receive $100in
cash.

Minolta has selected eight
categories
for the College
Gallery: sports, stililifes, social
commentary, human interest,
abstracts, environment, humor
or news. Visual effectiveness and
technical ability will rate high.
Also, to be considered in the
judging
will be the
appropriateness
of the subject
matter to a specified category.
Judging will be done by an independent organization
Students can enter as many
(ilotos as they wish, but each
must have an official entry form.
Forms can be obtained from
Minolta's advertising
department at 101 Williams Drive,
Bamsey, N.J., 07446. Entries
must be postmarked by January
20,1975, and received by January
31, 1975.
A Minolta spokesman said that
the contest for college students
has no connection with any other
contest the company might be
running simultaneously.
So, get that camera loaded with
film. And start shooting. We want
one of us to win!

Recommendations
on J.B. appeals
her by the student. His role is
analogous to that of a prosecutor
(accuser) of the student as
having committed an offence
against the honor code. The
faculty member does not become
an injured party if the case goes
against him.
"It is my understanding that in
Chairman
law a complainant is given the
Administration Committee
right to appeal, but a prosecutor
"To the Administration Com- is not, The accused is also given
that right.
mittee:
"It is possible that the faculty
" ...With respect to the subject
of Dishonesty in Academic Work member might, however, be
given the right to appeal on one
and the right of a faculty member
clearly defined ground, namely
to appeal against a Judiciary
that new evidence or information
Board decision of NOT GUILTY,
is discovered that could not be
I should like to comment on the
introduced
in time to the
Administration
Committee's
recommendation of October 30 Judiciary Board. If such a right
that the faculty member as well of appeal is to be allowed, then
the strictly limited grounds for
as the student be given the right
appeal should be clearly spelled
of appeal. In the matter under
out in the appropriate section of
consideration,
the
faculty
member and the student are not' Information for Faculty and in
the C Book."
in similar jeopardy. The faculty
Signed: GordonP. Wiles
member's role is analogous not to
Department of Religion
that o! a complainant seeking
redress from injury done to him-

To the Editor of the COURIER:
I believe the following portion
of a letter from Mr. Wiles to the
Administration Committee would
be of interest to the student body,
and I would appreciate your
printing it in the COURIER.
Jewel Plummer Cobb
0
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Today is the day of

The Fast for a World Harvest
If you have committed
you rself, p lease honor it.
4 pm Cro Main Lounge

Forum on World Hunger
with faculty and students
ALL WELCOME /..
..............................................
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Murphy's Law:

ConnPIRG: social action
by Bruce E. CoIIID
Em!itasizing that social action
should be tbe goal of researcb
projects,
Steven Wisensale,
Director of the Connecticut
Public Interest Research Group,
addressed
the
Connecticut
College Iranch of ConnPIRG.
Mr. Wisensale outlined numerous
projects being conducted at
various eompuses throughout the
state. Included in this list. are
such tolics as drafting a bill
concerning returnable beverage
bottles, evaluating the slate's
nursing homes, and composing
an informative directory of area
physicians.
Ted
Hathaway,
campus
organizer of the research group,
echoed Mr. Wisensale's call for
action by announcing that Lisa
Fedder and Carol Morris would
begin canvassing nearby doctOili
in order to obtain the necessary
information for the proposed
directory. The purpose of such a
booklet would be to provide
Connecticut College students

with a detailed lisllng and \l£ice
evaluation
of each medical
specialist.
Hathaway also announced that
"we will soon try to set ~ a
Consumer Complaint Center and
a Small ClaIms Court Advisory
Service." Such !I service, headed
by William Bingham, would aid
those individuals who had been
"ripped off" by local mercbalits.
"It's important to get things off
the ground if we hope to be

around

next

semester ."

Hathaway bluntly noted.
He commented
that
the
relevance of the organization
would be further enhanced if
courses such as Social Problems
"have \l£ojecls that are Involved
with ConnPIRG." Such an idea is
\l£esently being discussed and
may be ulllized In some spring
semester courses.
All students interested in any of
the above mentioned ConnPlRG
\l£ojects are urged to contact Ted
Hathaway as soon as possible
(Box 624) .

........ ..

........

by JOII Cohea
It bas become increasingly
apparent that nuclear power
plants should no longer be
heralded as a solution to the
energy problem. However, the
United States government is
\l£omoting the continuation of the
nuclear power plant \l£ograID on
a national and world-wide basis
deslite the fact that the plants
are a disaStrous alternative to
our \l£esent fossil fuel system. An
increase In the amount of power
plants means an equal increase
of such \l£oblems as low-level
Illdioactive pollution, possible
acts of sabotage, storage of plant
waste materials and thermal
pollution, to name a few.
The following examination of
one aspect of a nuclear power
pant will provide a clearer explanation of the difficulties
resulting from the use of nuclear
energy. The plants use uranium
as their source of power.

,

;0

putonlum 239 is not good enough. m
Who can guarantee containmeut
;0
of the plutonium when it depends •
on the absolute perfecllon In the ~
poope who design, manufacture,
Z
construct and operate the power 0
plants and who transport,
<
~ocess and store this poison? m
When a hmnan being is Involved ~
there is no such thing as per- m
feclion. According to Mr. Mur- ;0
!itts Law, we are taking very seriolll chances.
~
!"-

Plutonium
239,
the
moll
poisonolll element ever b8ndled
in quantity by man, is a br'
\l£oducl that results from the lIle
of uranium.
Dr.
DOllald
G_n,
an authority on the
plutonium hazard, estimates that
there will be one lung cancer In a
human being for every 10,000
particles of plutonium inhaled.
Dispersed as fine particles (one
micron In diameter), one pound
01. putonlum 239 re~esenle the
potential f or some nine billion
human lung cancer doses. It
takes 24,000 ye8Ill for just half of
this plutonium to decay which
means any putonlum dispersed
into the tios!itere presents a
major carcinogenic hazard for
human
generations to come.
Now, consider this - one large
power plant ~oduces ahout 400
pounds of plutonium 239 every
year!! It is estimated that 99.999
percent
containment
of

,

,

§

If something can go wrong, it will

.......................

'll

The time bas COllIe for a >
moratortam OIlllie use of D11e1ear ~
power u a .oarce of energy In
w. COGI1try. U yOli woald like "
more information 011 the power <
pant .illIatioll and what'. belDg m
doDe abOllt It please COlltactDave
WInIIler at ConIledIcat Cltlzell
ActIo. Group (zown·n91).

........................

,

..•

Conclusion
Conn PIRG drug store comparison
CVS - The Mall
Bellin's Pharmacy -

The following surveys were conducted to compare various basic products most frequently used
by college students. The surveys of CVS and
Bellin's Pharmacy were conducted on November 1,
while the surveys of Whelan Discount and Big L
Discount were conducted on November 8. Price
discrepancies are possible due to time differences.
Numbers inscribed in boxes indicate a different
size. Numbers in parentheses indicate quantity.
Blanks resulted because the s.tore did not carry the
particular
brand. Prices may change, buf in
general relative price differences between stores
will probably

the Hill)
Whelan

Discount

Shopping Center
Big L Discount

393Williams St. (Bottom of

Health

and

Center -

Walk)

-Ted

Beauty

Aid -

State St. lCaptalns

Hathaway -

MIke RIch

Due fo a slip-up at layout, some of the categories
published last week were garbled. The unpublished
material, and straightened out mess-ups .appear

remain the same.

below. -
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'.fhe Last Picture Show

1

though
be
18.
wbeeI tt lIle oeventIes, at Ie8st creature
'llraugbout tile lI1m we meet
tbIs attempt at capturing tile
Sonny, bIs best lriend Duane (at
pdlIlc's bMrt and mooey is more
tile offset aligned wllb tile ooIy
sllcceasful
tball
AmerlcaD
~
girl In town), the
GnffIti and other a1milar trivia
preacbel"s perverted son, the
rniYlllJ.
ID
addltloll
young Idiot boy, the dlssatlslled
!lotldIDovltcb's diJedloo adda wife remembering the only man
style
to
aD
otherwise
who ever knew what sbe was
stereotypical view.
worth, the owner oi tile pool ba1\,
TIle movie te1Js us that tile
pcture abow and cale, tile lonely
litlIelI were not all bappIne8s and IJ!D cOlOCb's
wife and the wealthy.
Iumblrgen, ... it ~
usjnIp Bobby Sheen, whose jIllfents
a DOlItalgicvacuum rePlete with
CODvenIenI1Y
go oif to MIami and
tile music oi Frankie LaIne, Eddy
leave him the bouse for bIa famed
Arnold. et al. We are observers In Dude swimmInll parties.
.
tbIs portrayal oi the dreariness of
The film opens as Sonny and
small-town life, possibly life
Duane are ridiculed for tbelr
anywbere. There are flashes of
human lIIn<mess but ID08t tt tile footbati team's pbenomenal loss
in the previous night's flll&1
characters emt 00 a bit or mias
bMIs. They are, tIlerelore tIley game. Sonny, also OD tbe
will function. The stagnant at- basketball team, becomeS Involved In some unusual athletics
JIIOlIIIbere oi tile town Is relieved . wltb
lbe coacb's wife. This
bY a lew lively Influences sucb as
relationship
fades out later WbeD
that of the tOWDllIrt, Jacy, In
Cyblll Shepherd's introdUCtiODto Sonny falls victim to the clutches
d. Jacy's seductive charms.
lI1m.
After lbe death of Sam, the
Uvea DeteriOl1lte
We are drawn Into the lIle of tOWD'Smoral sage and authority
figure played by BeD Johnson,
tbIs stereotypical town througb
the segmeDt of town lIle that we
tile maturatioD oi Sonny, passive
know begins to methodically
deteriorate. The actors find it
Decessary to announce tbls obvlousfact to us, tbst Is, things are
just Dot the same. The plot
thickens as we are ellpOsed to a
series of irrationally CODtrlved

IIIDJ AaDwerba

III were CylJtIl Sbepberd and
Iiftd In a town 1IIIe ADareDe,
T_,I,.oWd
IlII'eIJ be driven to
ruinIDI U1the IiYlllI oi meD that 1
1aIew, jull lor _ttement. 1
mIIbt stay wllb ID1 hoylrielld
until 1 was no iaIIller a virgin,
tbl!II go to the town playboy unW
be l11li oil ud got married rd
the go OIlt with my mo\ber's
lonr and lor my next catch,
cI.- the oaIy IIIIIIIy pi CIIl*t
IeIl In town, TImolby Bottoms.
rd run oil to 0Idab0ma to
IIIIfI'Y him 80 that the town4olk
wou1d have som-tlIIDg to talk
about besIdis tile weather and
IlI'lIiD sales, have _my classcoDIdous parents put an end to
the marriage
(without them
knowing that wu what 1 reaI\y
wanted) and· leeve town for
Dallas. Tbus, Sonny, played by
'l'lmolby Bottoms, would be left
In AnareDe to relate through bIs
lIIICOf'ta1D acting abilities what
living In a smalJ town during the
litlIelI was 1IIIe.
Il The Lut Picture Show Is just
anolber COli In the Dostalgla

events.

THURSDAY
SYMPoSiUM

OW

HLJNGE1Uhnn CDIIa:je

~iJ)

fowIltj lIl£lllW3 and ~
irrtl>

me.

pa>bielf\5 cf

e>\petiS will offer li15I~ht
IUOl'

I:l hu¥. 1Ifl)t. aM

p\~ -to I::e announced.
COfFEE e,'PCON 5E55IoN5' • siIXiies if) E"flCjlish~
(l/)Q i'o3sitliht1e:s." ~·.15plI"\. Collelf tbJ:,e.

AI\ 1lldcDre,
5lUDetJT - f1\CUl-l'I

AUCllotJ' 1-:00plO. ~
fujI.
Sponsored b<.j 5rill' Cl~ aI'i! ~NiC£ l41que
~ftj
FoM.
flORR\5 ... EitvGl-15H coutvTR't DANC.ltJC:i''l:3DpI1'>,
Ceo ~o.iJ) l.olJoqe.
U55R FILM: "l\luondtr Ne'/skLj" _~Ia1t with (; \isIl
sob-iitles. Directed lxj Str'qei 8sef\s!Eio. B:~pIO.

OU~o..fhll.

FRlDAY
COJ£Gi£ CLUJ') l'lEETl!Jq: !llide. sh>w ~ 5M1
Me.lholf- "lQ, lli~ Tmuelhj Felb..JsI1i;c IAJinner:
• SaIOlOCl' 13/M'I£b -me

prm-iifoe ~III~

af'lO 1Ibr1h MalatiCl." ~:?JO f'IO. DINa

of .sa;,

ihJl.

5ATIJRDAY
CONN

COLLEC:i£

I:'00

F!-Aq

foorBALL

PIJWCfF5'

pn. Merves field.

JA NI~HT AT THE 110VIES'·5eo.
1Il1O 'l.iil'1e ~b'

Qarilo<rn

Haw\<" ooef

B pm, II pm

~.15

5UNDAY
CONN COLL~E FLf\EJ FooTBALl..MYDFF.S
r: X> pm r'\erve:l Field.

Fellini

"Juliet" disappoints

However, one. Is led to·think, .... '"
tbal FeWni ..... carried away by
Federico l'eWni's "Juliet of lbe the beautiful colors and -equal~.
SpiriIs, " JI]8de in 1966, Is an
line photographic COmpoSItiOD
_mjnaliOD
of the director's
because
the fUm remains
favorite tbemes,
sensuality
thematically weak. Felllni seems
versus spiritualitY. Tbe firm
to Ii rhetorically asking 'can
coocerns an uppe1'"middle cJass purity eJist in an impure world?'
ltaUsn housewife, Juliet (who,
but by the lI1m's end he has
iDCldeDtally, Is played
by provided DO answer. The final
FelUnI's wife), an introspective,
seljUeDce seems purposefully
.... sItIve and pure woman who Is enlgmatlc.Jullet proceeds to a
surrounded
by a decendeDt
door from wblcb a glowing light
world. Her DeD door Delgbhor Is emanated (since Dante's Divine
an iDCurable hedonist and ber Comedy light has been symbolic
buslllDd Is baYIng an affair wltb
of God in ltaiiaD literature:'
".".
a young model; but throughout
Whetbel' or not F.,lIni was payiDg
the_ film, N,Juli!'t rl!IIl8iU a
trjbute to bjs countrym/l1l'ln.tbis
" ,
paragoD of virtue and a bopeless
instance oowever, Is dellatable): -.
romantic.
.
Once inside the door, she ~el\C"'s ..~;, ..,
FelUnI'suse oi color in "Juliet"
her daughter, who was dressed in
Is truly vIrtIIOs and It Is wbere lbe white aDd was apparently
director best manifests
his
symbolic of JuHet and ber own
considerable
talents ID this
purity, from a flaming pyre.
particular
film. Tbe color
Thus, Juliet, Fellinl's symhol of
compositioD varies crastically
virtue, was released from her
from sequeDce to sequence as
martyr's esIsteDce. AJl lbe film
Fellinl alternately presents bIs
ended, in a scene of soft greens
CODtrasting themes.
ID tbe
and whites, Juliet Is walklDg
sequeDces intended to connote
away from her bouse in a long
_suaIlty
and carnality Fellinl
white dress as ethereal music
used bright whites, reds, oranges
flows out of the soundtrack. Can
and yellows In an effort to vlrute exist In this decadeDt
visually assault thevlewer.ln lbe
world? Can release only be obscenes where be wants to evoke'
wDed through death? Felllni
sprltuallty be uses soft whites
:leaves the answer to the viewer;
and pastelS, scbelvlng a far more
he certainly IsD't telling. Because
subdued, almost impressonlstic,
oi It's thematic iDcoDcluslveDess
effect. "Juliet" Is a film most
"Juliet of the Spirits," though
effective ODlbe visual level for
technically supurb, becomes a
iDdeed it is a veritable
somewbat disappointing film.
smorgasbord for the eye.

The title refers to lbe closing of
Sam's movie bouse. The last film
Is, d. course, a John Wayne
classic attended by Duane and
SOJUlY,The simple-mlnded boy,
Billy, has beeD Sam's respoDslblllty. He speDds ~ time attending Sam's picture show and
sweeping the streets of dust.
While sweeping lbe street alter
Sam Is gODe,be is hit and killed
by a large truck.
Jacy causes a coniroDtatioD betweeD Duane, whom sbe has
sbalted, and ber latest Interest,
Sonny. After injuriDg Sonny's
eye, Duane escapes Into the
army. Sonny marries Jacy but
half-an-hour later the marriage Is
ended by ber over-protective
parents.
Tecbnlques Used
The film Is hot In black and
white, which may be an attempt
at creating an art form, but
contributes only to the geDeral
bleakness oi both theme and
picture. The actors are always
moving about in s pervasive
windy cold, whlcb seems to be
aDother
uD-subtle
arty
maneuver. The viewer is also
cODstantly exposed to broad
elpan ... d. empty deserted road
with tumbleweed.
The dialogue is simple to lbe
point of absurdity. We feel tbst
we must take it enra-serlously,
so lines like Sam's, "the borse 1
was riding dido't want to take the
water" become outrageously
significant to lIle. We are Dever
quite sure in what directioD lbe
dialogue Is pointed, as iD this
escbange betweeD Genevieve,
who works at the cale, and Sonny.
UA person can't sneeze in this
town without S<:mOODeoffering
him a handkerchief."
"Whatcba' mean."
"Nothing. "
contlnDed ODlI8lle elIbt

By SE'l1lGREENLAND

Late for the Sky
by Todd Clpola
Jackson
Browne
writes
feelings, or comes closer to It
lban anYODe else. His latest
album, Late for the Sky, Is a
compelJlng effort and anolber
culminatory step that, along with
bIs two previous I.p.'s. has been
bri11lantly ell2cuted Easily, bIs
best work thus far, bIs perceptions are Dumerous and well
thought out and he places them
together Into songs of cODvlnclng
observatioDs about growing up,
COllllDg of age, and Its trappings;
illusion, pitfalls, and hard times,
sexual or olberwise.
Side ODe OpeDSwilb the title
song "Late for the Sky," and we
find an eDdiDg and also a
beginning. Young love, or rather
the illusioD of it, is ending. HIs
own emotioDal maturity
has
exposed It for what It Is. But with
growth and maturity comes pain,
the ~am of a continuing, but un·
fulfilled experieDce. He sees
through the sham of romanticized love. There Is no longer
the self-assurance of youlb.
"Wonb come easy," he sings
but he knows they doD't m~
tbst much "compared to the
tblngs that are said In a lover's
touch." A mature insight, it
captures 8 lot of what Browne is
ir?'!ng to say ... or not to say. It is
stIl1 a romantic Ideal, which he Is
trying to holb transcend and
atwo. Words have been bIs
deceptioD but at lbe same time It
Is bIs words that make lbe
strongest case for what he's
ssying, which Is, bluntly, DO
longer Is he out to "get It wblle he
ean," but searches for a lasting
relationship.
wve and lbe doable eDtendre
The entire side Is filled with
Wuslon and what a love might be;

maybe .. hopefully.
You Dever knew what 1 loved In
you,
1 Dever knew what you ~ved in

me

Maybe the picture of somebody
you were hoping I might be.
Br·owne's lyric complexity can
be seen In the doubl .. eDteDdre of
"morning" and "lie" in the
coDcludiDg lines of the SOD: " ...
tbst morning llIght lbrough lbe
wblspered promises - and the
changing light - 01 the bed were
we both lie - Late for the Sky."
The theme
cODtlDues ID
"Fountain of Sorrow," a song
that slams into gear right from
lbe start and bounces alODgwith
that patented Asylum, West
Coast beat (Somewhere in between JoDI Mitchell and The
Eagles). ODe of the best tunes OD
lbe album, BrowDe's lyric genius
shines through with lines like
ibis:
When you see tbrough love's
illusioD
There lies the danger
And your perfect lover
Just loOks like a perfect· fool

,

Browne's voice is stronger than
previously, brighter, and this cut
is evideDce.
Clever lyrics
Both "Fotllltain of Sorrow" and
the next song, "Farther 00," are
ripe wilb metaphor and analogy.
In "FOuntaiD .." he loOksthrough
some photographs and Is "takeD
by a photograph of you;" a clever
pay OD words that elposes
Browne's conlllct of viewpoints
and realities. !'.hotos are, by and
large, a piece of frozen reality.
continued ODpage elgbt
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mo ... ment
ill ~
.....about
co rI!l'9rda
do ..a lot
of inftlllmeal ODe - -Ib' trace
?'
"',_.....rt
_
... performed'Pal\letic
In the
d Ibe
Theatre" beginning with a dance
a drllllllltlc
01. ~
remlDdIng one 01. a i:ock world. rd reaU1 Uke too the roolII <I Tcbmy In these
!::l
entitled "Terretektorb". Martha
accom
spotllgbt. '!be ~ed
strobell&bt elfed, or a clipped bear _
oCher opiDIons for a Iibuma (listen 10 Rael). Tbe
Myers then made a few inmonol:~
a mm.
change. '!bat's why r ... cleverly
albums contain mInI-operu,
~
tro<!uetory remarks, esplalnlng
a study of ~ "reWU:.,,-"'n.
Bead\ampl .. uptad.........
lncInded the coupon wblcb is typIClI1 Who ~
beIIls, and
<
the impo~nce
of this per.
the point of view of the malfrom
As an end-all, Morgm Muir and
below. pge
II\l It out and
01. the best mnalc III come m
(orIIIlUIC~1II re~tlOn to the
all started at a bow.... " aI1e e (It Robert UUer cld a duet wblcb return It to box 1137 or the
out 01. the IIO'L
:t
commUDlty functions and aeWhene...rthe
~...
you). depended on bead-Iampo for Courier olflce !UJ!l'M'time In the
Tbeconcertslluatlon_1o
III
tivitie"'Thatl!'e" ~igb~-tem:'."'ber dance seemedlllO=~::
th~ ~
and co~
01. a lot 01. next week or so before vacatloo.
be imp'avIng. Tbe New Haven
~.
en SIX ,Vlgn.. S were
attitude or action, It struck
Ibedo
ar<IID wtth IIgbt and rll publ1sb a complete report
CoIIauem Is lIllJnc 10 give rock
Jl"esen
_ more accuratety,
chord. The double element :
w, and distortion of reality.
"",n my return from Turke
IDIIIlc another try. Tbe Cancelled
~~
ted or solos that were the
Small duets
acting out and simply
. Their sound track was in- lIllbbllng.
Y Yes concert hal been re-eet for
pe.rso~al. a~d ,~~eative
condeslgn In conjunction
0I.~
If you
at the top 01. tbiI Dec:ember 12. TlcRla go on sale ',.
tributions
mdlVldU81dancers.,
dlalr, was brilliant. "We fell In lnlbe u' s
ears puaIna endeavor, you'n notice the title. Wednesdly, so If you're \oaIdDg '>
'Ole see:o ~f"~
the program
lov.e_": Robert aIowly _lmes
aIibveIa~' or dock sound&, and -~ItimlJllea a \oaIdDg bBclt. TIIal is 0 for a JIne way to cele\nte the end
nd
was an interestiDg
dance-theatrea flying attitude "We
j
d '-II
ggIng. Tbe 01. the wIlat M.C.A. recorda hal done 01.
tIda Is It. 'nMl George"' m_
mime Piece thalwas'ocll1iantty'"
danciiJg _": the
Is e:ug~ed IsoIs amps on the dark stage In with one 01. their top grCJlPll, the Harrlaon tour Is comlng mo. en
done, though the various im.
lovingly 10 biI beart "It f It makl1Ing
the body art Who. Tbey have re-reieued the
Tickets
are available
for .~
provisational
segments
of
good-":
he Is
ng
es seem 10 float lJ'oups first fem album .. s twoProvIdence, Bnston and New m
"Snail" did not hold together as
rolling froni side to side entwined In apace wu very effective.
two record stU. The flrat set Is Haven. I'm rather skeptical
Z_
well as could ,be espected of a
the curved arma of the cbaIr
TIle ~ce gave the lInpreI8kpI My Generatlol>-Maglc Bna and ,about biI tour. Barrtaoo n8"'T
ln nothing visll!ie ezeepl biI feet: ' of lakIng place underwaler,
"~reagrapb~:
piece.
the aecond Is A QnIck Qne.Sen
cld faDow up biI "An 'I'bInp
T~retektol'll
bl:gan with a
Tbil particular dance w.rrea
reinforced
by the diver's
Out. TIlese recorda can be bougbt
Muat Pus" alboan with anytblDg
slllDlllDl!,. sli>W'motion turn by
better In the IIIOre intbbate atcontlnned on PIlle ellbt
individually for about two dollara
aubstanla1- Bnt who maws?
Morgan Muir, quivering with: mos(ilere of the dance studio
.. baed oa PIlle elIht
beld-i~sus~armsraisedln
and those wbo aaw it there
some mespllcable geature - and
agree that he was able 10 draw it
Morrla Dancing
events
playa the me1odlan, and caI1s out
then an Impossible
stralgbtout,langer and more painfully
by Emny Odsa
atherwiae, It Is rare 10 find a
the
steps
and
patterns,
forward fall. The dancers were
without breaking the audience's
Someday Peter Leibert dreams
teacher In a place like tbia. In
somellmes
Joining In, and
ilrwhlte, ellCepl for one or two
attention..fDr one mo~t
- even 01. leading a processional from
fact, Com. Is In danger of loaing
building
on
wbat
Is
remembered
VIVIdstreaks of color, and conIn the quick black-outs during
New London 10 Norwich, with biI
Peter LeIbert to the Westerly,
from
the
week
before.
Although
It
sequently the.y looke~ specwhich be assumed a new position team of Morrill dancers. It Is
R.I., collllDUJlillt on Thursday
ill
men
wbo
are
right
for
the
role,
lscldar m the hghts, ":lIi7b were
an the chair. The pathetic nature amusing to imagine them dana majority of women seem to be nlgbts.
desllPled by Mark Litvin. The
of the relationship was both cing the ten-odd miles in whites,
Although a truly magical rite
the trend In tbiI group.
dance had tremendous fluidity
laughable and l'llbearable After e""ept for liack knee britches,
for
the vil1agers In old England,
'
tbln Morris organlaaUoa
which was beautiful to see; the
a week tbay had found pas~ionate bells on calves, faces blackened
Morris dancing became almoet a
Diff
ent
regions
or
vil1agea
In
dancers simply ran in smooth
love. After another few weeks In an old tradition, bats adorned
fad among the upperclaas and
d bad their own variations
~
paths across the stage, pulling
there was nothing further. "What with flowel'l!, accompanied by
IoWlMlwel1era; Shakespeare's
on
Morris
dancing,
which'
dales
back or changing their course in
can you espect?" ill the final m"!'iclans playing the pipe and
from at lellllt as far back as the famous actor, Will KeIIl\l, once
response to another. Their beads
question. The Irony ill that buman labor, the fiddle, or the melodlan.
lDOO's,and names cf daneea up to danced. maratbon from LondDn
SlIdfocus cbanges accented eacb
beings do espet't more out of life Some of the stock cba1'actera that
tIda dIIY are olten their p\aCea of. '" Nonol<:h, ~It"'do. \lim a1l>l>l'ltb.
with sto\lS), and lmmorta\lZe<l.
f1i~1. The .bodies flowed ~d
oojl8fully, The possibilities of th~ might be part of the processional,
origin. The vl\1ages sometlmea
eddied In UOlsonor counterpomt,
c1falr are certainly fully exploited would be the Hobbyhorse, the
had common gr<IIDds where the the cllltom - thus the lIP"
~y
not under their own
here,
aside
from
any magical Foo~ Maid Marion, and
dancing traditionally look place, 'p'oprJateneSl 01 Mr. LeIberi'llw/JlmSey.
volition. The dance was e1ec- moralizations. It starts aut as a Jack-lo-tbe-Green.
unJessthe CllllIlmakipped a year,
"Morris" orlg/D m71feJ'18111
trifying. Parts of the dance
psychiatrist's couch, or a seat at
Morrill dancing is traditionally
and then the dancers IDst their
The orlgln of tbe name
became reCognizable studies or
which you are Interrogated, and done by men as a spring fertility
right 10 the grlIIDds.
"Morrfa" II myater!olll, but It
images of "creatures:" predator
becomes, variously, a bed, a rite, very rhytluniC and light,
The Morrill RIng, which eltisls could posalbly have been derived
though
dignified,
using
props
and prey, congregations
of
woman, a love machine, a torture
In England Ioday, is a col>- from "Moorish" dancing, or
animals, Iirds, and things tbat
machine, a game or Illy, an ob- sucb as white cloths or sticks (a
federation of men's teams from dancing from "Mary's" courlln
were bird-like, strange monsters
ject of desire, or a place of vestige of the hoe). Mr. Leibert is
variol!S regions. The anaiagollB any ClfJe, It must be difthst were
reminiscent
of
retreat from an accusing world generously donating his time and
group in America, which is ferentiated from English country
-energy for a few faltbfulS (there's
lI'ebistoric /Illes or science fiction
Studies In sex
rather
dispersed,
is the dancing (which Leibert teaches
Jl"ojections _ an environment
The duet by Carleton (Kim) room for more) that come on
Plnewo"- Morrill Men. Cltiea
caatlnued on PIlle eiCbt
filled with outside or alien forces.
Granby and Dana Ho!by seemed Thursday at 7:30, 10 dance In the
like Boston and New York have
lounge. He
The music (lannis XenakiS)
too long and the ~xeeution did not Crozier-WUllams
also was non-buman,
consustain the piece well enough,
tributing to that kind of atsince it fell just shorl of smoolb.
mos(ilere. Many of the fluid
The subject seemed 10 be selt
shapes
reminded
me
of
without any redeeming qualities.
Pilobolus: organic shapes that
It ended on an uncOmfortable
fonned and reformed so that two
note which reminded me of two,
_or more bodies seemed to become
insects copulating. When one,
one living organism: The dancers
slunk
off stage,
theotber,
used goad isolation of heads and
remained inerl, eltcepl for one
limbs to create a feeling of
single head movement in the
disjointedness.
These weren't
direction of its mate.
people, they were creatures; this
Jody Fabso'ssoloto a romantic
wasn't earth, but rather some
modern piece by Franck had nice
extra-terrestrial
environment.
moments in it; she kepi a
But the dancers
seemed to
beautifulsense
of
focus
become more and more human
throughout, which carried her
Iowarlh the end of the piece, until
across th~ stage. The dance,
the fmal image, in which they
which was mInlma1, was marked_
were huddled Iogether arms out- by an alternation of desire, and
stretched almost ~otectively,
shame or fear, which made her
circling around and around The movements
alternately
music-sound went off and the. lascivious,
and
IitUe-girllights were dimmed so that they
helpless.
lost their disguises and seemed
Laurie Lindquist and Stuart
very helpless and small against
Smith pulled off a similar
the outside, controlling force.
alternation of moods in their
Before the black-out, their heads
duet, which possessed both a
lodted around and lIP, in a contagious joy of movement In
comlination, of Incomprebension
their skiUfu1 imitation of part-,
,and fear tbat seemed halfnered dancing, (variations on the
hlUllan, haIf-beastlike,
jitterbug), and shades of despair.
•
RelatlollBhlp with a cbatr
For accompaniment they had an
In contrast, the little pieces
interesting sOUlld collage of old
next on the program were very
radio shows and thirties music.
hwnan, almost uncomfortably
Joya Hoyt's dance was sweet
The dancers used their akills In and poignant, accompanied by.
l-e.ter .Li ebert I 5 merry men (and women).
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beedgear, the swimming trunks,
.. dtlle l!llJrtbouse Imagery. They
simply stood on atage and
revolved very slowly, first
blinding the audience,
tben
reflecting their Ugbts on the back
scrim, lIlen on eacb other, then
tack to the audience. When the
strange and marvellOllll offecla of
this ploy were UballSted, they
moved onto something elae. But
tile dance was not simply aseries
of gImIcks. It was welJ..tIlIanced
rbythmically
and also very
flowing and continuous.
''SDaIl''
The dance-theatre
piece
cboreograpbed by Ted Rotante
was a series of segments linked
by improvisation,
greatly CODtrasting to the first abetract
pece. It was called "Snail" and
. began with Robert uUer's renlItion of an Incoherent and
decrepit lectllrer creeping across
slage, cane In band, who Inadvertentiy realizes, slmll1taneous
with the opening ti the CIII'lain,
the pres<llce of the spectators,
and seems constantly to want to
warn us of some impending doom
to our species. The "species"

meanwhile ls revealed in the
midat of tbeir bizarre
appearances and preoccupations.
Clothes were what one noticed
first, and the dancers kept
reappearing in more and more
incongrllOlll outfits. Eacb dancer
slowly moved across stage doing
a repetition of one theme or
jilrase of movement. Various
types of Interaction were uperlmented
with. Mime was
aplolted a great deal, not for the
sake of recognition,
but to
enhance the precision with which
the dancers moved
The Conetic Dance Theatre is a
very
close-working
and
"together"
company, though
relatively yOIlDg.Eacb member
is both very indlvidlla1 and an
invaluable part of the whole,
which makes a performance like
this one of surprises and much
experimentation,
if not a
pres<lltation of uniformly uceIlent pieces.
Their presence on campus, as
individuals and as a group, will
undoubtedly contribute mucb to
the creative spirit ti thO' dance
department.

Morris dancing
continued from p. 7
also) In which men and women
more formal1y performed tbeir
atepe In COlII't or at a social
function.
It
also
isn't
RenaIssance dancing, ucepl In
the sense that it became popll1ar
dlll'1ng tile period. There is a
vocabulary to the dance - some
of the basic steps are known as
the alD&\e ate", the doubl.e ste",
the ulnl1llleT"
walk, 01' the

Uga11ey.~'
Mr. Leibert, though not EnglJBb
In upbrlnglng, bas been dancing
aiDee the age of. siz, having
personally
known tbe bead
iDU8ic1an for a group ti Morris

dancers since be was four. In
New York City, be danced
through jllDior high and high
scboo~ did some more folk
danclng as a graduate student at
Indiana University, and for the
pest four years bas heen gi~
workshops or nlgbt colII'ses, and
Morris featlvals Inthis area. Next
S\Il'!Dg, on bls abbatical
from
the art department, where he
teaches ceramics, be plsns to
spend some time in Englsnd,
eaperJenclng the real thing -that is, Morris Dancing performed with all Jts ancient ritlla1
and magic intacl

Retrospectives
continued from p. 7
Sedaka's New Album
For all you golden moldles
freaks, Nell Sedaka bas released
a new album. You all remember
Nell, tile nice boy from Brooklyn
who wr«e "Ill'eakln' Up Is Hard
to Do," "Happ)' Birthday Sweet
18," and lIOb Carol" His new
release Is called "Sedaka's
Back." Gauging by the quality of
the soqpl on the album, it sboll1d
be titled songs from Sedaka's
tIlcksido. Somehow, the voice
which fit so well Into the .. iy
slsties Is way out of place In the
mJd-seventJes.
Sedaka doesn't play oldies
shows. He claims be wants to be
viewed as a contemporary arliat,

not a ghost from the pasl Too
tad, Neil You bad a chance as a
reincarnaled spirit. Lo'*s like
you're going to he the Invisible
Man.
A German gent by the name of
Edgar Froese bas put out an
alblllD which introduces a new
tecbniJlll" In 'stereo sound. It Is
called "Aqua" and the technique
is called the artificial bead
~tem.
It was developed by a
man named Gunther Brunscben
and It Is really qllite amazlng.
The "mllSlc" on the alblllD shows
It off well, but as an alblllD It Is
quite boring. Still, the innovation
of a new system makes this
alblllD noteworthy.

Late for the Sky

Otevrolet. He lacks direction, but
be's found someone and that's
triggering Browne's tboughts
shout Illusion and the fact that he motivation enough. Togetber,
Is taken by a photograpb be tool<, they drive off to the other side,
and "The Road and the Sky," a
adds emphasis to the son'g
rocker that recalls "Remeck
amligllities.
Friends," from the lp. For
uFartbel' On" is a reflective
Everyman, and which features
(As indeed they all are, this one
Browne on slide gllitsr. Tbey've
being in a way a reflectional
come to the part wbere the road
reflection. Hub?) song. A sighing,
_
whicb symbolizes
botb
and at times cutting, slide gllitsr
movement and stability and the
(Compliments of David Lindley)
punctuates this slow, sllbdued eatablJs1unent - and the skysong. He's taken time to lool< freedom-collide. Disillusionment
beck on his early years and his and conflict creeps in, like the
dreams which "Have come up "dark clouds that are gathering
to wasb the planet clean - Like the
torn and emply - As many times
ss love bas come along," and Bible said," and bis personal
those gentle ones" to whom his search turns into a personification
of larger social
memory runs. But still the quest
Implications. He Is somewhere in
remains in front of bim:
"Heaven's no closer than it was the middle of all this,
yesterday."
I could be just around the
The last song, "Tbe Late
corner from Heaven
.
Show" finda Browne aloof and
Or a mile from Hell
"circling," waiting for a friend to
show.
Still, his searcb for reality:
Everyone I know bas wisbed
Going to get a little high
me well
See if I can botwire reality.
Anyway, that's how it seems,
Jt's bard to tell
Maybe people only ask you bow
IIFor A Dancer" is a cosmic
melsnge of death, a thougbt
you feel
which youth is often prlHlccupied
Cause that's easier than letting
with, (Hey, Neil Young! I'm a lot
on
like you are!) insignificance,
How little they coll1d care
But when you know you've got plll'pose, and the End' of the
a real friend somewbere
World!
BIttersweet, bouncy
Suddenly, all the others
Tbe song opens witb tbe
Are so mucb easier to bear
pesaing of an age. Browne Ialks
"Words are so slow" and he is of his fading youtbful soH as if an
old friend bas left.
still caught lIP in bls Illusions and
now even this introspection
I don't remember losing track
because if be "Btwnbled on to
of you
someone real" he'd never know.
You were always dancing In
PredJctabJe
tUDes - IJmJted
and out of view
motivation
I mllSt have thougbt you'd
His tunes are predictable and
always be around
somewbat limJted in diversity.
Always keeping tbings real by
The freshness of bis first alblllD
playing the clown
bas given wily to a predictsble
Now you're nowbere to be
formll1a for succinct musical
statements and a mastering of found
limJted, but pleasing melodic
Possibly a departed lover,
invention. His titen quiet init may also be' Idealistic
strwnental passages sa)' as mucb
as the lyrics, especiall)' In tbe love: his troobled, but idealistic
"The Late Show," where an- sei!, being a narcissistic love of
ticipation and decision ls COD- his. Now the clown bas given way
to a new seriousness, a new
veyed by a pensive busb whicb
awareness.
bursts Into a baiting, but strong
Bouncy positivity
replaces
beat as Browne and bls boney
roar away in an early model ti.ttersweet musings, in "W alkin~
But here it acts as a catalyst in

II

responds, "He was sweeping, you
sons of bitches." And in that very
act Billy bad more meaning than
:;co.

..0.,..,

•

Some of them were dreamers
Some of them were fools ...
With tbe energy of the innocent
The)' were gatbering up the
tools
They woll1d need to make their
journey
Back to natlll'e.
It Is a moving song that
bespeaks of final salvation and a
plea to "Let the music keep our
spirits, higb" and "Let tbe
buildings keep our cbildren dry"
and a faith that creations secrets
will be revealed. The music
rominuesasarerninderandasa
stronghold, tbe cycle begins
again, this time guided by
revelation and spiritlla1 sllPport.

of Dedication

an)' of tbem.
The film drags througb too
much detal! and simplistic
symbolism to reveal the erupty
and desolate lives of characters
inhabiting an empty and desolste
town. All are lost and wish they
bad made it in life, sucb as
Genevieve, condemned to make
cbeeseblll'gers for the rest of ber
life.
We feel that we are supposed to
be watching something of ourselves and the larger world
beyond Anarene, but somebow it
is not qllite believable.

.•

to convince oneself, as well as the
lover. Now be can admit to
forgetting sometbing wbicb Is
real, because it. is real and the
words necessary for the survival
of a transitory, seif-gratifying
love, aren't required with this
mature and honest love. Worda
sometimes obscure feelings, but
are never a substitute.
End of the cycle
His quest comes to wbat will
probably only l1e a temporary
resolution in the cll1minating
track, "Before tbe Deluge." A
dramatic conclusion, it goes
beyond his own coming of age to
take in the coming of age of his
entire generation. The "golden
moments," the beartbreak, and
finally, "the resignation that
living brings": a slllDmation of
everything that went down in tbe
late sixties. Revolution, music,
love; the aftermatb
of tbe
Woodstock generation:

Service-

continued from p. 6

There are a few powerfll1
scenes In the film wbere the
audience actually feels emotion
What are your five (",N,te albums?
through
the dreariness, over. What is the last record you bought ani! whent···· - ..._- played tbOIIgb these may be. 0IIr
eye Is led into the scene of the
What is the best band in the world?
idiot !l9j"s deatb b)' seeing bls
Do you think that $6 is too much to pay for a concert
broom lying In the street and
bearing caWe lowing and men
in Palmer?
muttering beavily. The driver of
Is Elton John gay?
the cattle truck whicb bas bit
Comments
Billy harshly asks what a young
boy coll1d be doing out in the
streets with a broom. Sonny

Slow" which is full of crunchy
electric guitar chorda and bands
clapping, a gospeHinged touch
on a side that is downright
relJgiollS. Creation, sin, flood,
and retribution are present as
themes in all four songs.
Peace of mind hovers in and
about "Walking Slow," a
thougbtful song in whicb Browne
returns to his old neighborhood
realizing "If I die a little farther
on." He has a wife, whom he
loves.
"Sometimes we forget we love
eacb other - And we fight for no
reason" whicb bappens all too
often. He DO longer needs to rely
on the false worda of love needed

5:30 pm

The Last Picture Show

,

CLIP AND RETURN TO BOX 1137

continued from p. 6
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for this day
of fasting with
stud.ents and
Rev, David Robb
Harkness

Chapel

ALL WELCOME

Style

Lewis' 40 day fast
continued from p.3

but 1 never noticed prep "potsand-pans" (the station on the
student dish-crew respotisible for
removing most foreign matter
before sending the metallic pans
through the dishwasher) to be a
particulary difficu!t position.
Dish-pan hands IS another
question, however.
CleanlnguptheAct
Anyway, if the oil is intended to
make clean-up easier, it seems
rather short-sighted. To consume
that much oil and grease,
saturated animal fats, is not
particularly healthy. I had been
under the impression the school
is here for the education and
improvement of our minds.
lf this is indeed the purpose of
this institution, then the first
priority would seem to be to
expedite (to use bureaucratic
lingo) the assimilation
of
knowledge. I have heard the
menu changes in the summer for
the dancers. Starch is cut down
and protein increased. Enough
carbohydrates are provided for
energy, but lots of protein is
offered-up to increase
the
strength and quality of muscle
tissue.
The food here in the regular
year (notice how I am moving
from the quality of food offered to
the related question of the type
and variety of food offered, l.e,
the menus) seems calculated to
fill the student
up without
providing outstanding nutrition
to withstand the stress of con. suming sixteeen
weeks
of
material in thirteen weeks or so.
.

or two, they feel as though their
bdIy buttons are touching their

of rice. An average American
rons~es
4 pounds of food per
day while a Benghali is rationed 5

backbones. Larry Lewis, a nalive
New Yorker,
is currently
engaged in a 4O-day fast to
"dramatize the world food crisis
and to make people mindful of
others' misfortWles." For Mr.
Lewis, this cause is a fairly
recent one. He began last May by
becoming
mvolved
in the
National Fast Day at Columbia
University. Since then, his interest has blossomed and he
organized a four to five town walk
called "Walk or Fast to Save a
People."
In an effort to educate the New
London area ahout the severity of
the droughts that have occurred
in BOOra and other poor nalions,
M. Lewis has spoken at.Qigh
schools, churches, and civic
groups and has been "amazed to
see the response, especially from
the teenagers."
He is now
spr~ading the word and receiving
a SIZable amount of cooperation
from the Connecticut College
Community.
Mr. Lewis , in an interview this
week, said that he has become
acutely aware of waste, even to
the point of eating every grain of
rice on his plate. Describing his
new program to combst world
bunger as a "way ct. life," Mr.
Lewis said that he's renouncing
things about his lifestyle that he
hadn't given a thought to before.
"I'm a vegetarian now, no more
coats and ties either. Simplicity
and back to nature. is where I'm
headed.
Amerlcan Consumption
In Bangladesh, a Benghali's
salary for a week buys 2.2 pounds

poWlds for an entire week. As a When he is on an extended fast,
result of starUing statistics such
such as his current one, all he
as these, Mr. Lewis has learned
ronsumes is water with lemon
to eat for nutrition's sake not for and honey added to it.
taste's
sake.
An Average
FutaDdReUgloa
American consumes one ton of
Since Mr. Lewis cannot
grain per year, yet only 150 separate his Sjiritual life from
pounds of th~ amount is directly
his .political
activities,
he
eaten. The discrepancy elists in receives
Holy Communion
the fact thal 21 pounds of feed everyday.
grain yields only one pound of
He was baptized last April into
beef meat. As an alternative
. the Catholic Church as a result of
Mrs. Lewis suggested soy bean~ "affiliations with priests and
which yield 670 pounds of protein
nuns and the inOuence they had
per acre as opposed to the 9 on my personal life." He has
pounds of protein obtained from
since learned that the more he
one acre of grazing land for beef
renounces material things, the
cattle,
closer he becomes to the essence
When asked how his health was
of religion. He said, "I am bappy
affected by the fast, Mr. Lewis to be poor, it has helped to shape
said, "I can't do heavy lifting or my character."
make quick turns, but I do get a
Speaking to the fast taking
moderate amount of heavy
plac~ on the campus today, Mr.
physical exercise." However
LeWISstressed the importance of
Mr. Lewis tended to stress th~ totally abstaining from lunch and
importance
of the spiritual
dinner. He realizes that "anyone
aspect of fasting. He elucidated
can give $2 or $3 toa cause, but to
by saying that the fast makes him
share in hunger helps to make
lose all sense of fear and that he' more of an impact; while fasting
is more open and receptive to people should think about it and
thmgs aroundhfm. He referred to
read literature on the subject."
his inner voice becoming more
When asked what one more
apparent and quoted Mahatma
starving person could do to help
~handi's ideology by saYing, others. Mr. Lewis explained that
When you control the palate,
he is being sponsored for each
you control yourself."
day of fasting and that the
Mr. Lewis admits that he'll be pro""eda then go to Oxfam, a
glad when he gets off of the fast
national relief organization.
desJi,te its physically cleansing
However, he acknowled;;ed the
rewards. He commented that
psy<:bologtcaJdifference between
when he goes into a supennarket
voluntarily
abatainl.tIl!o from
and sees our fond reserves, he eating and bavlng no choice. In
thinks
of
Bangladesh.
essence, his goal is to create
Ultimately, he would like to more concern, leas waste, and a
stop to the raping of the land.

-·-;;;;;;£0;--- conti~;:;;;:m-:;--1
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Stress, lenslon ...boredom?
And there is.stress. In fulfilling
the distribution requiremenis
most students run up againsi
s~bjecis which they are, by inclination or native talent not
particulary adept. Though' of a
different sort, work at study is
just as hard at work at building
bridges and libraries.
The upshot of this discourse is
to reach the conclusion the food
operation here is as short-sighted
as most of the actions of this
College. Instead of building
strong, healthy bodies with the
energy to spend long hours at
study, and have enough left over
for athletics, the food here keeps
students
alive as easily as
possible. The food, if not actually
breeding disease and susceptibility
to disease
keeps us
functioning at less than peak
capacity. The greek ideal of a
sound mind in a healthy body is
still valid.
With the nation and world in the
condition we find them, all the
energy and vitality of all human
beings is necessary
to find
elegant
solutions
to
our
problems. Functioning
at less
than capacity, we have not the
energy to find the correct
solutions to our problems. We
have only the vigor to see a halfway, myopic, quick-fix. Quickfixes we have in abundance, a
few thoroughly
-worked out
solutions are in order.
Looks like next week for world
food, or lack thereof.

by Pam Allapoulloo
Whensome
people miss a meal

P 1

Carol Bowman' . Dog wash for to 6 years a ld ,no t res tri c ted to
those age groups but will be
<i which can be enjoyed with _ up to five dogs.
Elissa Fidellman:
Leathergeared to them.
di~er to follow for 8 people.
craft. Please supply the leather
D ean
J a hn son. .
Swe di s h
Tun Yarboro: Mystery Antique
or the mane>: for th~ leathe~.
Smorgeshord for 8 to 10 people.
Trunk with surprise contenis.
B.J. Macklm: Latm Amencan
Renee Baumblatt:
Knitted
Value at least $15,000.
Dinner
with
appropriate
sIippers for a fam.il yo. f 4
J.A. Winter: Autographed copy
beverage. Early 2nd semester.
Ann Rumage: Will cook, serve,
of his book: Clergy In Action
For 8 people: _
and clean up a dinner for 8 to 10.
Tralning.
Ricky Cohn, Harold Rosen- Please supply food or money for
Richard
Lichenstein:
berg: "A Saturday Afternoon food.
Backgammon Lessons
ArOWld the House" Yardwork,
Karen L. Steever: Baby quilt
Bill and Nancy Falb: Spanish
housecleaning,
etc.
your
choice of pattern or a small
dInner including recipe ana
Allison Thurston & Kathy wall hanging.
opportunity to help in the
McClure: A Monday or WedLaurie Hollister: One hour
cooong.
neoday night chauffer service to snow shoveling.
Paul Fulton: Ragtime music
The Jolly Beggar in Mystic for 2
Connie
Kiachif:
Light
(gllltar).
housework and yard work.
Bemie McMullan: A tour of . people.
Mrs. Hazel Tal - head Nurse
Lincoln Baxter on guitar, Steve
representative bars in the New
_ Make beds in a donn on one Norris on Bass, Andy Morse on
~ndon area. 5 to 7 bars on two or
day for 15-20 beds some time 2nd Drums, and Bob Gould on piano:
ee nights given by the master
semester.
Will "Boogie" Jam for party or
of New London Bars
Basil
Mr. and Mrs. Pierre Deguise: whatever. Doing some of the
JOhann.Maccab, (reme~oer me
A French dinner for 6 people.
moldy oldies from CoCo's first
f'licle m the first issue of Pundit
Mystery Package
"A" Rock Bands, blues, rock ... etc ...
his year). One person aJl exvalued
at
least
$15.00.
Elissa Fiddelman: Decoupage
penses paid, two or more Dutch.
Conn
Chords:
Singing
- wall banging or hoxes.
Cooong Club: Catering service
Engagement. .
Dean Cobb: Soul Food Dinner
--: members of the. cookiDl! club
Lauri Hollister:
One hour for 8.
donate service.' of catering~
emlroidery lessons, up to three
A1Iison Thurston &
Kathy
ease
supply the food. For 8.
people but they must supply own McClure: A Quart of Handd' Mrs . Marion 'Mills' . .""'"'.
_, .. e ..Wl._
Cranked Homemade Ice Cream
ergraduate
term
papeI:-. materialS.
Jon
Kromer:
Three
hours
of
(any flavor).
IDaJimum of 20 pages. Please
Charles Chu: Chinese Dinner
give one week's advance notice. house cleaning.
Connie
Kiachif:
Catering.
for
4.
s Mark DeGange: Deliver mail,
Marian Ahearn: Addressing &
Susan Mezoff: Babysitting.
fmaIl packages, or messages on
Social package: Conn Film
oat by running within a 10 mile stamping Christmas cards for 2
Agency, Theater One, Social
radius from Conn., within 70 to 3 hours.
Nancy Frumer
and Judy
Board, Classes of 75, 76, 77 and 78.·
lI1ins. Will deliver to more than
Lettes: Playgroup on a Saturday
Mike Shinault: Homemade
~hneperson as long as it is along
or SWlday afternoon for children.
cake and pickles for that "ok
~ way.
feeling."
Lauri Hollister: Weeding for Will include games, painting,
collage making or clay and a
continued on page ten
one hour.
snack. 2 to 3 hours. For 10 kids 3
Connie Kiachif: Babysitting.

mn

become a "vegan" which is

8

person who abstains from all
datry products as well as meat.

continued from p.l

that the college must anempt to

define
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objectives
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teaching
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k~e~ng :~ed
to the tr=
:,,,
eelS
very unpo
Swanson Pleased
.
Dean Wayne Swanson, who
previously endorsed student
representation on the committee,
said he was livery pleased" with
the faculty's action. "There has
been some discrepancy however,
&'! to the role I will play in the
rommittees deliberations. I am
an ex~fficio member, I do not
preside over the meetings. I
anticipate the committee will
elect its own chairman some time

Alternative MotionSubmtlted
by F. Edward Cranz,
Part Professor of HIstory,
aDdDefeated 55-25:
The Faculty has considered the
request that three student voting
members be added to the Ad Hoc
Committee on Tenure Policies
and Procedures. The Faculty
continues to believe that there
are good reasons for having an
all-faculty
committee to investigate from a faculty perspective the central problem of
how best to judge the professional
qualifications of instructors at
the College.
However, the Faculty also
recognizes that studenis have a
special interest in and special
knowledge of certain features of
the problem, notably of the way
in which, through student Advisory Committees,
student
opinion on the leaching perfOl'IlWlce of faculty members is
fonnulate(\, passed on, and taken
into aCCOWlt. The Faculty is
5OOIl" Swanson also cautioned
that the alternative motion to therefore instructing iis Comrestrict stadent participation on mittee that at least once early in
the committee "mlllt not be iis deliberations and again before
adopting final recommendations,
viewed as opposition to stadent
the Committee shall consult with
involvement in academic affalrs.
any group of stadents whom the
Those nineteen faculty members
Student Government might wish
who opposed
the faculty
to designate for this purpose.
resolution in its final fonn merely
Further,
in its report to the
felt that there were some areas
where the faculty should have the Faculty, the Committee shall
any comments
or
opportunity to meet by itself. And transmit
proposals the student group
tenure is a very touchy question,
wishes to make, whether or not
even if students on the committee
will never be involved
in the Committee itself approves
them.
clsC1llsing individual cases."
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Auction
Asian club book drive
1JmI<a that bow were In short
supply,
both in lbe puhlic
An a~ hoc committee
of
libraries
IIDd lbe university
students and faculty will be
libraries.
Books writteD in
coBecting Dewand usad bow IX
Eoglisb are especially scarce.
all types from lbe second until lbe
The bo<*a that are coBected
silltb IX December. TIl_ bow
will be sSlt to lbe library at lbe
will be sent to Iilraries in the
University
of Sri
Lanka,
IlIlItb AaIao natiOD IX Sri Lana
Peradeniya campus, and to lbe
(ceylon'. A nucleus IX studenta OS
SeDaDayaks
Memorial
frem the Asian Club at Co".
Ubrary, Kaody. TIle students of
DeCticut CoBege are providing
Connecticut
College will be
the organizational and publicity
giving direct aid to university
effort for lbe boci: drive.
"'vIenta from Asian countries by
CoBectioDboses will be iDeated
In the Post Office lobby, Fanning giving bow IXacademlc Interest
Hall lollby, and the Crozier which will be sent to lbe
University, forming a personal
WIl1lamI center. A "Packing
Bok between Com CoBege and
~"
will be held In Branford's
lbe
Unlv. of srt 1JmI<a.
Uviog Room ODFrlda;y, lbe silltb
Please be generous and give
IX December, at 3 p.m,
The orlgioa1 Ides came from any type of boci: you do not Deed.
Mr. StreoaId, asaistaot PrIXeasor Cooalder lbe bow you give to lbe
IXReIl8ioo, wbo noticed during a book drive your Christmas
research trip last summer In Sri present to a studeDt of a foreign
university.
By Nuey Orbe

Letters
j

continued from p.2

Security reporill that last year
A f
d
(1lm-74) lbere were 3,296 caaes of
ra at score
outside dormitory doors found Dear Sirs:
uniocked after 12:00 P.M., and
Yaslr Arafat,
the Dewly.
during September and October of legitimized
head
of
the
this semester
774 cases of Palestinian people, Just finished
uniocked outside doors have been his ~our
dramatic visit to lbe
reported.
United Nations. Though he said
Paragraph 3, sentence 3, of lbe nothing new, his coming was
editorial is Incorrect. A call was significant and successfully selfreceived on November 2Dd at serviDg. Unfortunately, it added
11:10 from an'unknown person DO hope to the seemiDgly
wbo said lbere were screams
deteriorating situatioD in lbe
coming frem lbe area oorth of lbe Mid-East.
North dormitories. Three guards
Two maiD points should be
were at the sceoe at once; two remembered wheD considering
were In the patrol car and arrived his visit and his gosls.
there wflblo 2 minutes. The third
One: Aratat is legitimately lbe
guard was alredy patroBlog OD bead
of
the·
PalestiniaD
foot In that area and picked up LiberatioD Orga0i2ation, hut this
the Information on his walkie- does DOtmake him lbe rightful
talkle radio and joined lbe olber leader of all Palestineans. No
guards to search lbe wooded area maDdate from outside Arah
adjacfllt to lbe dorm. At 11:43 nations
aDd peoples
caD
lifter a 3O-mIoute search, lbey legitimize this role, nor can any
called the guard bouse and vote from the U.N. General
reported that 110 one will to be Assembly. It can only come from
found, oor were any unusual the Palestinian people lbemoolses beard. At 11:45 a second selves. To ignore lbelr right to
call was received at lbe gate choose lbelr'own leadership is to
001l8e, and lbe caller (again
deny lbem lbe right of selfunkown) said that they were determinatioD.
cal1Iog about lbe same Incident.
Two: Arafat's proposal of a
Again five gusrda were 1m- secular Palestloiao state sounds
mediately dlspatcbed back to lbe very fair; equality lor all:"- what
ares. Two of lbe men again could be liner? But the catch is
searched lbe woods and three
that this state will be established
entered Marshall aDd, upon not aloDg...ide 01,but in place of,
questioning a student in the IsraeL Iarael must first be
lobby, learned that lbere was a dismembered,
dissolved,
party in progress at lbe oorth end destroyed and annibi1ated. TheD
of lbe floor of Marshall and that Arafat and lbe PLO will set up
lbere bad been much screaming
their state. And lf lbey adhere to
and yelling daring lbe party but it their published criteria for which
bad stopped. The guards than Israelis can claim membership in
ootified lbe gate house aDd also a the new Palestinian stote, it is
group of students ODlbe first floor estimated that more than twoin the absence of the housefellow thirds
of Israel's
Jewish
or house president.
population will be forced to leave.
In lbe future I would bope lbat
Where is their equity now?
lbe Courier follows lbe usual
The issue of Palestinian rights
jpurna1istic practice of checking will not bo1. solved ~,tat's
war,
the facts at lbe source before nor will it be solveiiby lorael Dof
going to press. Accuracy and speaking to lbe Paiestlnians.But
fairness are just as imporlaot on to force Israel to speak to the
lbe editorial page as In lbe Dews Palestinian terrorists who have
columns.
committed unspeakable acts 01
Finally, 1 would remind lbe horror against her does DOtseem
entire campus lbat our feeliog of fair eilber, especially since lbe
security depends on our ability to PLO bas not ruled out lbe use 01
function as a community In lbe additional future acts of terrorist
true sense of lbe word, supviolence. This is ODereason why
porting and cooperating wilb our
Israel is presentlY seeking. out
smal\, dedicated security force.
other PalestiniaD community
Sincerely yours,
leaders - to provide alternative
JewelPlummerCobb
\ represeDtatives
of
the
.~
•.•.• , beariOfthe~l!ege
Palestinian
people to help
\~ •·..' ~\.·~
••
,·".·:
••
\.\.H.~
..•..•.••.'~
1o,~.' ~ , .- •• :,'.lI..-.
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continued from p.9

Chotsie
Hundley,
Renee
Baumblatt, Gordon MIloe, Vicki
Leonhart: A Blrtbday Party for a
cbild under 10 with all lbe
trimfulngs. 12 to 20 kids.
Jim Mlchalove and Duane
Chase: Big Belly Landscaping
Inc. Strong backs, weak minds
will do jobs of physical labor:
split wood, rake leaves, etc.
Bob Powell: Waiter for a
faculty party, set up, clean up for
35 to 40.
comics.
Louise
S.
Anderson:
Jon Kromer:
EveDIDg of
Arrangement of fresh flowers for
babysitting.
LeRoy B. Jones Jr.: Bar- a dinner party to be delivered in
lbe local area.
tending.
Debbe Elliot: Bartending.
Eleanor
Voorhees:
Wine,
Shelly Conger: Pet sitting.
Cheese and Fruit. 7 p.m, for 18to
Tim Yarboro: Spring cleaning
20.
of
an attic or cellar.
NancY Tichner: Cook a small
Trlsh Bristol: Will clean a
dinner party.
Carol Spencer: A Black and room for a week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Detmold:
White
Family
Portrait
Dioner for 4 followed by an
(photograph).
John P. Anthony: Free Service evening of poker with inMusic for an actual wedding In structions for beginners.
President
Ames:
Sunday
Harkness
Chapel or in a
Breakfast
for
12 at
the
relatively Dearby church.
Lorri CoheD: Design aDd PresideDt's House.
Holly Wise: Body Massage.
complete a Deedlepoint pillow or
picture, 110 larger than 14 by 14. Note: Has takeD a mioi-course in
massage from a guest instructor
Will Deedlepoint a design.
Bruce Hunter: One truck load out of lbe Dance Dept. Two or
Three massages
individually
Ii. manure.
Lauri Friedman: 5\2 hours of giveD.
Sue RoteDberg: Waitress for a
swimming lessons for ODe.
Lisa Goldsen: Afternoon of dinner. for two iD Harris or any
Ironing for a family of up to four. olber location desired.
Boh Powell: Slide show of
Charles Luce: Home cooked
cycliog tour around Nova Scotia
dinner for 2 to 4. Traosportstion
and the Swiss Alps.
to and from college provided.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Woody
Susan Massey: Babysitting.
and Mr. and Mrs. Tebennepe: A 2
John P. Anthony: Gourmet
hour morning canoe trip on a
dinner for 6.
Dearby river lollowed by a
Lesa Peters: Bartending.
Windham:
15 people will Waldor! Breakfast and tour at lbe
waitor-waitress a sit down dinner Woody's.
Valede
Farias:
Babysitting
wilb style and class for a dorm or
twice.
group.
Bernard I. Muratein: ComMystery Package "B"; Value
panion on a 5-mile run eilber
at least 15$
Bruce Hunter: Gourmet dinner track or cross country. As many
people as want can participate.
with
a choice
of either
Rich Allen: 3 one hour trumpet
homegrowD pork, beef, or lamb
leasona. Provides lbe trumpet.
for 6.
Vicki Leonhart: Crocheted
poncho or hats lor a famlly.
Kim Kinney and Chotsie
Hundley: Three course IresklasHn-bed. Any Saturday or
Sunday morning for 1 person .
Charles Chu: Ma Chiang game .
Monica Rotbscbild and Dave
Merves:
An International
Gourmet Dioner lor 4 to 6.
Ellen Ross: Marvel Comic
Boci: CollectioD 10 to 20

Muimum IX2 people however if
two people participate lbe lessons
are I'i hour long.
Wiliiam L. Cburcbill: A faculty
seat.
Bobb Williams: God's eye.
Lisa Baoacala: Pet sitting.
Henry T.K. Kuo: Reproduction
IX a Chinese painting.
Jackie Woodard: Crocheted
black and white sbawl.
Kevin Durkin: pair of baushe
lamb ski goggles.
James Baird:
A Bowl of
whiskey or rum punch for an
after dinner hour in a dorm living
room, wilb an oral readiug of
lyric poetry by ODeor two of lbe
following:
Edwin Arlington
Robinsen, Robert Frost, Archibald McLeish, or sonnets,
English or American.
John KeDt:' Pair filigree
earrings.
Melanie Cotton: Breakfast-inbed for one or two.
Bobbie
Katz:
Matched
sneakers for a family up to 1ive
members wilb regular sized feet.
Edgar Mayhew: 2 straw pots.
John Schlegel: 2 ODehour indoor tennis matches plus ODedoIt-yourself dinner after lbe 2nd
match.
KeviD DurkiD: Bartending.
Molly Pearre & Nadine Earl:
After dinner entertainment:
Molly on piano and Nadine
singiDg. Broadway and light
classical.
Edgar Mayhew: Alahaster
vase.

Watson, King, Swanson: "A

Dean's
Delight"
A' first!
Celelrate New Year's Eve 1975
on December 6, 1974from 10p.m.
to?? A New Year's Eve party for
a maximum of 20 people.
Mr. and Mrs. Despalatovic:
Picnic for 4 studeDts in lbe
Spring. family style in a park
nearby wilb the family.

Whew! ,

"

initiate dialogue and hopefully,
shortly, achieve a flrswlsge
settlement
to the unsettling
Palestinian problem.
NloaCardin

frustration
Dear Editor:
There is nothing more I can say
to add to your views about Conn
and Com life. I Just want you to
know that you're DOtalone. Your'
opinions are shared not only by
me, but by many olber freshmen
I've talked to. It IS frustrating to
leel a lack of something, yet DOt
know exactly what it is. However,
sometimes just talklDg about it
can help clarify your confusion.
Maybe you are like me and your
opinions change as frequentiy as
your moods.
Admittedly, what you say is
true, but perhaps you are a little
too pessimistic. Not belonging to
a clique shouldn't make you leel
loat. You are more of an individual wilb freedom to choose
what you want to do and who you
want to be wilb. All lbe people
who share your feeliogs wonder
the same things and they are a
group in lbemselves. If we all
found each olber maybe we could
change something ... or at least

express ourselves.

_
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2J9 JEFFERSON AVE!'IUE - NEW LONdON

FINE IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC
WINES - As wall
AS OTkER SpiRiTS

WINE CONSULTANTS

FR~EDELIVERY

PHONE 442-9224

Turkey Trot
c.onnecticut College's SecondAnnual Turkey Trot
will be held 3:30 p.m. on Monday, 25 Nov. The Trot
isopento cooedcouples. Entry material is available
in the P.E. office on the second floor of Cro. Enter
for two events, run simultaneously: combined team
fastes) time, and combined predicted time
(predicted before you start). Prize for each event is
a ten (10) lb turkey.
e ,

Skiing Plans'
Students-Faculty-Staff interested in skiing should
contact the Phys. Ed. office for further information
on plans for this winter. - Ext. 205.

Penslty doubles of low level
contracts
frequently
yield
bwIhelsofpolnts,litenmorethan
a slam bonus. In the play of
today's band, which todt place
last August In a r'hUadelpbla
tournament, the East-West pslr
took advantage of a decidedly
Inupert Nor1l>South pair.
Against the douhled three
diamond contract, Well lead his
heart to East's King and South's
Ace. South lead a small club won
bv Well's 9. (He was boplng to
trump one or two clubs with
dummy'S
dismonds.)
West
shifted to the diamond ~,East
won the Ace and returned a
diamond to the Jsck and Queen.
West continued the diamond 10,
South winning the King. Well
won South's small soade with the
KinganddrewSouth'slasltrump
with the 9 of diamonds. Well lead
a spade to East's Jack, and East
payed a heart to South's Queen.
This was South's third and last
trick; be bad no more trumps and
no more side suit winners; Down
6 tricks _ 1700 points.
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Once Well doubled South's two
dub overcsl\, the NorllrSouth
partnership was doomed. Their
best possible rellUlt was two
spades doubled down BOO.
You should consider doubling
an oPPODelltsovercsll when your
band is distinguished by either or
both oflbese festures:
I) strength In the opponents
trump suit,
2) genersl strength with sbortage
In partner's suit.
When you evaluste
your
strength In the opponent's trump
suitlt is important to conalder the
positional advantage or disadvantage of your honor cards. If
you hold K, J, 9, 2 behind (In
rotation) the overcsller's A, Q,
10,8; you will score three trump
tricks. But reverse positions so he
pays after you In rotstlon, and
the same holding may take no
tricks.
Equally Importsnt to your
defensive potenUalis a shortage
in your partner'sllUll If you have
length and strength In partner's
suit, one of the opponents· must
have a shortage. He wl1lbe able
to trump your Aces and Kings. If

you have a shortage, you wl1l be
doing the trumping.
Consider this esampe: partner
opens I spade, right band opponent overcsl1s 2 hearts, you
hold - 8-3 H.JM [).AJM3 G-AQ88.
Double is certainly the bell csll
You figure to collect a two or
three trick set. If you make some
other csl\, it is very unlikely you
wl1lreach a good contract (can't
you imagine your partner bidding
and rebidding spades?). So you
double elllecling to collect at
least 500 points. But, suppose
something goes wrong and the
OPPODelltsmake their contract?
If your oPPODelltsnever make a
doubled cortract against you, you
are not doubling often enough to
extract the full benellt of your
cards. A clever doubler collects
four or five heavy penslties for
each doubled game bis opponents
make.
Chances to make a penslty
double artse frequently. If you
use tbis weapon well, you wl1l
gsln a repulatlon as a fierce
competitor, and you wl1llncrease
your winnings.
Nest week - ~n.

The second annual

J.A. Cultural Film Festival

There will be a Junior Class cOcktail Party on
Monday, 25 Nov. in the Main Lounge of CrozierWilliams. Please bring your I.D. Semi-formal
oreferred.
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ERROL FLYNN
King of the swashbucklers
We carry a great collection ot
international handcrafted
clothing for men and women
and a large selection of LEVI'S!

SPECTR.UM-INOIA

The Market Place
Glen Lochen
Glastonbury

184.

as

THE SEA HAWK
with Brenda Marshall, Claude Rains,
Donald Crisp, Alan Hale, Henry
Daniell.

Olde Mistick Village
(203) 536-3102

High quality, red-orange baseball caps with the
legend: "The Dutch" on a black patch. sizes 63,4 to
]3/4• $3.00each. See Karl Christoffers, J.A. 213,box

SCoreby Erich Wolfgang Korngold.
Directed by Michael Curtiz.

W. Warl You To Join Our Chufth

English Dept. Lecture

Mr. William Kromer
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Ordained Minister
And Ha •• Th. Rank Of

From the days when heroes
were heroes, and spoke like same, as opposed to
Clint Eastwood who never says anything.
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2 Little Rascals shorts
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J·A· Sat. 23 Nov.
shows at 8 & 11
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Playoffs:
IlL(

W
III

~

Blunt vs. Morrisson Harkness vs,
J. A. wins; blows perfect season

W

was in the game. She ran for a
by AmIe Rob8lard
first down and made a couple of
~
Flag football is in ils final week five yard gains.
Z
.. action with ~e battle for
Harkness played Burdick to a
second place in the South still ~
standstill in a game which
ri llDingon. Today's game will most was obviously not a defensive
W
Ilkely decide who gains the contest. Harkness took a 21-14
IlL(
Jiayoff berth, the Quad or Bur- lead at half-time but Burdick
::;) dick, unless there's a tie, in which
eJl!rted constant pressure in the
case the Quad is eliminaled and
second half to come up with the
Burdick and Harkness must play tie. Harkness blew a chance to
another game.
with with 38 seconds left in the
Jane Addams ended ils seasongame when Burdick's Paul Lantz
long lOlling streak by defeating
intercepted a Harkness pass.
Emily Abbet 21-7. J.A. managed
Burdick ran the clock out to end
to win despite the handicap of the game in a tie.
lIIing a brd<en play dfenae. Julie
Harkness bad another close
Pospisil, J.A.'s housefellow
game as Freeman almost upset
made her first appearance in ~ tbemina game that ended in a 7-7
game tbfa ",ar, and somewhat
tie.
confused the defense ·who were
Morrisson Hotel won its last
unable to decide set up when she
game of the season. defeating

8

I

•

Lambdin 21-16. Lambdin was at
full strength following some early

season injuries and the addition
of its soccer players helped them
greatly. Lambdin didn't have
enough strength, however, to
overcome the e:q>erienced and
powerful IIMorrisson Machine".
The' playoffs are on Saturday
and Sunday with Blunt facing
Morrisson on Saturday and Park
facing either The Quad, Burdick
or Harkness on Sunday. The final
playoff game is on December 7,
when the winners of the first
games fight for the title.

each

all anyone saw
t he "harkness
-,,'lash"
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'Gay blades' no more

Last Thursday for the lack of
anything -better our publicity
director referred to the Ice
Hockey Team as the 'Gay
Blades.' That night I bad a
captain,
Rich
Houck.
By AmIe Robl1lal'll
dream: The whole school bad
Com performed in vaulting,
The gymnastics teams of Coim
turned out for the 'big game'
the
uneven
bars,
the
beam,
and
College and the Coast Guard
agai~
the fonnidable Trinity
IIoor
e...
rcisea
Denise
McClam,
Academy
performed
In an
Varsity! Our Adversary was
team
captain,
turned
In
good
ahlbition on Saturday, Nov. 16,
already on the Ice lod<lng mean.
on the balance
8t Com. Tbe ......m was weU pertormances
'\be fans sensing It was our turn
beam and on the uneven bars.
_llIId and .... ed as a warmto show, cheered wtIdly at which
Ellen
Barbas'
was
also
good
on
'" for bolII teams for their
moment
we burst on to the Ice
the
uneven
bars
obibitlng
a
competitive season.
smooCh, quick rbytlun. Com wearing white figure skates,
First performance nerves were
evident in botb clubs and the Jod<ed especlally strollg In the hlack mesh sto ckings, red,
IIoor e... rcises with two good
l'IIlIt1nes were not yet perfected,
performancea
hy freshmen,
but on tba wbole tbere were some
AlIson Hall and Ann Droullbet.
fine perfonmmces and Com'a
The woman's gymnastics team
Coach ZImmerman feels that the
appears to be off to a successful
team wDl Improve with
aeaaon with their fint dual-meet
competitive meet.
In Il18tover two weeks, on Dec. 7,
by Nancy Orbe
Coast Guard performed on the
against Yale.
OJ!. Monday, the 25th of
pommel bone, In'floor _rcises,
Anticipate anotber obillitlon
November,
the Connecticut
wnltlng,
parallel bara, still
by Com sometime in February
College Women's Swim Team
rlnp, and !be lrlgh bar. Parlicularly outstanding for them in as they alart their spring seaaoo will be sponsoring a meet against
Brown University here at the
all ewn&a ..
IIeIIior and tNm of coJqletitlon.

Gymnasts perform

,

?

sequened hot-pants, see-through
and topped with
Bowie hair-cuts. I awoke in a cold
sweat.
The rest of the night I tossed
and turned trying to think of a
permanent name. Since my efforts were fruitless, I decided to
iet YOudecide. T1ie CONTEST:
The Conn. College Ice Hockey
Team needs a name that Is
origlnlll, short, and powerlul (no
not the CameJa).
The Winner sball receive:
1. FREE SEASON TICKETS
silk . jersies,

u

(box seats-center ice)
2.
A HOCKEY
STICK
AUTOGRAPHED BY ALL THE
PLAYERS your option: thumbtacks & string to hang-it-up or a
fire place to burn-it in
3. A EVENING OF FREE
BEER AFTER ONE OF OUR
VICTORIOUS GAMES
(The Team will cheese your
best offering.) Please send all
suggestions to:
Alec Farley

Windham rm 120 or
Box 510

Swim team sponsors meet
Crozier Williama pooL The meet

Many of them are swimming two
wDl start at 7 p.m.
miles of worl<out every day.
The gtrls have been working - Please come and give Y9ur
very hard for this home meet.
support to a team of newcomers
They have been practicing twice who are trying to win recognition
daily, at 7 a.m. and at 7 p.m.
for Corm College in the Intercollegiate competition.

Lea~ue Standings
N~rt
,
S~uth
w 1 t
wI t !
Park
Morriss~n
11arllhall
Larr •.bee
Wright
Lalllbdin
HL'Illlt:m

5
5

f) f)

1 0

3 2 0
231
220

II

I

141

050

Blunt
Hapkne!l!l
Burdick
Quad
Freeman
Abbe,.
Addamll
Faculty

5 0 1
4 1 2
3 11
3 1 1
2 3 1
2 '7 III
1 5 0
04 0

classified ads
Music lessons - Flute and
Saxophone.
Relinquish
the
material realm for a Isste of the
aesthesls. Rich Rapaport: 4345502. Old Lyme.

Narcy Connelly during her floor-ex routine

For sale: Chiorda IlHpeed bike.
Excellent condition, 6 months
old, $150 new, now $75 or best
offer. I need the money; come
rob me. Jeff Marotts, Box 790
5mith 209.

I am a very adaptable student
lod<lng for a room in faculty
housing, also willing to take the
Jiace of a departing student in
some already elisting house or
apartment. I have no car, so I am
looking for a place within a halfhour's walk of campus. Please
contact Craig Karlin, Box 645, or
phone 442-0049.
,,0>
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